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A Proposed First-Order Relativity
Test Using Lasers*

Ihe new-found ability to mix together
the outputs of two coherent optical sources,
such as gas lasers, and obtain stable beats,
raises the possibility of a new test for ether
drift in which the effect to be measured is
proportional to the first power of v/c, where
v is the expected ether drift.

The classical Michelson-Morley experi-
ments, tising oiie optical source, mieasure ani

effect proportional to a,2/c2 because of the
necessity of returniiig the light beam to its
starting poinit. 'Fhe differeiice iii tranlsit

timiies, go and rettLirn, is of the formii

L/(c v) + L/(c + v) = 2L/c (2L/c)('2/c0)
where L is the one-way' path length. If one

couild arrange to measure directly the dif-
ference in traiisit timiies for go and retuirn,
this wotild be in the form

L/(c - v) - L/(c + v) (2L/c) (v/c),
greater thani the Michelson-Morley effect by
the factor c/v.

Fig. I

Referring to Fig. 1, Si andc .52 are two C\\
lasers. Half-silvered mirrors M1 and M2
split the two beamis, sendiiig one half
directly into the photomultipliers PM411 and
PM112, aIid the other half over the optical
path L. At the ends of L the beam from S,
is reflected into PM2, and the beam froni 52

into PM1. rhe outputs of PM1 and PM12,
which contain VHF componieiits due to the
mixing of the two optical laser frequencies,
are added and their sum is measured by the
VHF receiver R. A panoramic receiver is
added at this poinit to facilitate spectrum
examiiiatiotn. 'rhe two lasers are motinted

* Received JuLlne 13, 1962.

vertically with the optical path horizonital,
and the whole assembly is designed to rotate
in the horizontal planie.

For simplicity let LlS assunme that the two
lasers are adjusted for onie mode of oscilla-
tioni only, and that they are offset in fre-
quency by 100 mc. There will theni be 100-
mc componetnts in the oItptitS of the miixers,
and their sumil will be selected anid measured
by the VHF receixver. Let IS stLippose that in
a position of zero ether drift in the direction
of L, the path length of onie laser is adjusted
to nmake the inptut to the receiver a maxi-
m1um-1, i.e., to assuLre that the twuo mixer Out-
puts are in phase at the receiver. Nowx let uis

rotate the apparatLus throuLgh 900 so that L
is in the directioni of the ether drift a. If
this drift is from left to right in Fig. 1, the
phase of the waves from SI at PAll., is ad-

vatnced by the anigle 0 = 2r(L/X)(v/(-), where
X is the wa-elength, anid the phase of the
waves from S2 at PlI, is retarded b\- the
same angle. Since the phase chaniges in the
optical signals are transferred withoLut loss

to the phases of the mixer ont puts, there
will be a relative chanige in phase of 2¢ be-
tweeni the 100-ni signals at the iniput to the
receiver. If the initenisities are equal and
= 7r/2, there will be complete cancellation;

internmediate N alties will be a imieasnire of the
phase shift.

Note that the sticcess of this miiethod is

duLe to the abilitv to tmieastire the relative
phase advance and retardationi of the optical
frequency componienits at the ends of the
optical path by tranisferrinig these phase
shifts to a greatly lower frequency in the
VHF regioni, so that thex miiav be brotught to-
gether for comparisoni with a niegligible
comnpensation of the effect.

For a heliumii-neoni laser, with A= 1.153
X 10-1 cmii, L may be as short as 30 cim for a

phase shift of 180° with ?/c = 10-6, (cor-

responidinig to ani ether drift of 0.3 kmi/sec,
the surface X\elocitv of the earth in tem-
perate latittides dtie to its rotation. rhis
short lenigth is desirable since it simiplities
problem1s of miechanical rigidity and(i atlso
miiakes magnietic shielding possible if changes
inl niagnietic tield doiring rotation ttornl otut to
b)e bothersomiie.

In the initerests of simplicity anid lack of
fussiniess, confocal resonators shouild un11-
douibtedlIr be tised wxrith the lasers. he
presenice of miianiv miiodes in these resonators
will prodtice al complicated spectrumn of
intermodal beats froml the mi.\iers. IThe pan-
oramiiic receiver miay then be tuse(d to select
initerlaser beats by nioting comiiponienits that
are presenit in the nmixer outlputs only xvhen
both lasers are operatinig.

It is not anticipated that frequency clrift
in the lasers wx ill be a problemi, provided that
the chanige in the beat frequency will niot be
so large or rapid as to be unmaniageable in

the receiver. A slight error will occtir in the
phase comparisoni if the frequency of one

laser chaniges duLring rotation; for a 1-nil.

shift in onie laser the error in the phase anigle
will be only. 0.002 radians. Actually, the

apparatus should be smuall eniouigh to permit
fairly rapid rotationi.

As has been pointed OuLt by this author,'
the Michelson-Gale experimenit2 has its
simplest nonrelativistic explaniationi in ternms
of an ether that does not rotate with the
earth. Sinice this experiment has beeii ex-

plained by the theory of general relatixvity >
and since the precisioni of the Michelson-
Morley experimiients was not great enotughi
to detect a rotationial ether drift, it is of con-

siderable importance to try a simfilar m-letho(d
that (loes haave the capabilitN-.

C. \\. CARNAHIAN
120 FawII Lance

Menlo Park, Calif.

C. W. Carnahani, "Light and gravitation," PROC.
IRE (to be published).

2 A. A. Michelson and H. G. Gale, Astrophys. J..
vol. 61, p. 140, 1925; also, G. Joos, "Tlheoretical
Physics," Hafner Ptublishing Company, Itnc., Nesw
York, N. V., 2nd edl., 47), 195(0.

A Light Source Modulated at
Microwave Frequencies*

\\'hen a gallitimiarsenide p-ni jtinctioIn is

biased in the forward directioni, radiative
band-to-baind recombiniationi is obserxved.'
Since minority-carrier lifetimes of the or(ler
of 10-l" set are readily obtainied in GaAs, one

rmay expect that the recom1biniationi radiation
tan be modulated at Gc rates. This conii-

muinication reports a verification that effi-
cienit generation of light modulated It
m;icrowaxe frequenicies is possible.

The ('tirrent throtLigh a GaAs diode iin-
creases \ery rapidlyx heni it is forward biaiseti
with an increasing voltage nearly eqnal to
the eniergy gacp (abouit 1.5 volts). IUniider this
bias condition, the (Ctirrent consists of tUsnnel-
assisteed radiatix e banld-to-band recomibina-
tioii in the space-charge regioii of the p-n
jtUnCtion.2 'l'his radiation o(curs in a narrosw

spectral batnd in the niear infraired (0.84 /i at
771K). l'he intensity of the light- Ouitptit tiist
increases very rapidly (more than i linearly)
w-ith Ctirrent anid then linearl\ lI i the linear
raiige the process is extremiely efficient. .\

quan1tum11 effiCency of 0.50 to 1 .00

photons/electron has beeni obltained. Flow-
ever, with the geomietrx ulsed ini ouir exper-i-
menit olnx about I per cent of the radiationi
comes otit of the specimen. The oxer-all
power efficiency- of the light soUtrce is also
sonmewhxhat redUced by a smallcll ohmic lossidtie
to the initeriial resistance of the dio(le.

'1'he following mi-easuremiienits were miade
xwith al (liode fabricated by alloyinig a- tini dot

* Received Jutnie 2, 1962.
J. I. Pankove and M. Massoulie, "Inijectiont

luminescence from GaAs," Bull. Am. Phi's. Soc., vol.
7, p. 88; January, 1962.

2 J. I. Pankove, "Tunneliing assistedt'lioton emis-
sion in Gallitum Arsenide P-n i tmincOios, " to he lit)t-
lished.
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to p-type GaAs having a hole concentration
of 2.5X1018 cm-3. The diode was mounted
in series with a 50-ohm resistor at the end of
a 50-ohm coaxial cable connected to a signal
generator. The diode end of the cable was

inserted in a Dewar filled with liquid nitro-
gen (Fig. 1). The radiation was collected
through the two windows of the Dewar by
a lens and focused onto a photomultiplier
(RCA 7102) having an S-I spectral response.

The output of the photomultiplier was dis-
played on an oscilloscope. Fig. 2 shows the
detection of 200-Mc modulation as displayed
on a sampling oscilloscope. A dc bias was

inserted in series with the generator to
operate the diode in the light-emitting mode.
The noise is believed to originate in the
photomultiplier.

In its nonlinear range, the radiation from
the diode is also modulated at harmonics of
the driving frequency. This is illustrated in
Fig. 3 where the upper curve (d) is a 6-Mc
driving signal, and the lower curve (c), the
photomultiplier output. (a) is the zero level
for the photomultiplier output. The diode
being insufficiently biased to give a linear
light output, as the signal swings about the
dc level (b), the light output is not sym-
metrical during the brightening and dim-
ming half-cycles. The distortion of the
driving voltage is due to the changing load
impedance as the diode conductance in-
creases.

The frequency limitation of oLir measure-

''.4
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Fig. 1-Schematic diagram of test setup.

Fig. 2-Detection of an optical signal modulated at
200 Mc as displayed by a pulse sampling oscilloscope.

Fig. 3-output of photomultiplier. (a) No light when
no current flows through diode (b) when 60-ma
dc forward bias flows throngh diode (c) when
driving signal (d) is superposed on the dc current.

ments is due to the transit time dispersion of
electrons in the photomultiplier. Hence, an

operating frequency of 200 Mc is not the
upper limit for the diode. The RC limitation
of this diode is of the order of 10 Gc.

As was stated above, only about 1 per

cent of the radiation leaves the specimen
through the surface opposite the p-n junc-
tion. This light comes out in a 27r-steradian
solid angle. An improvement of one to two
orders of magnitude in light collection can be
obtained by shaping the specimen into a
Weierstrass sphere.3

We wish to thank G. B. Herzog for valu-
able suggestions.

J. I. PANKOVE
J. E. BERKEYHEISER
RCA Laboratories

Princeton, N. J.

3 P. Aigrain and C. Benoit-a-la-Guillaume, 'Emis-
sion Infrarouge du Germanium,' J. de Phys. el Radi-
um, vol. 17, pp. 709-711; August-September, 1956.

Three-Dimensional Parametric
Interactions of Waves and
Quasi-Particles*

The parametric interaction in a cavity
can be regarded as point interactions. The
investigations of traveling-wave parametric
interactions by Tien,' among others, ex-

tended the understanding to one-dimen-
sional interactions. The purpose of this note
is to show that the concept of these para-

metric interactions can be further gen-

eralized to two and three dimensions, and
interpreted as scattering of coherent waves

or quantized fields of quasi-particles. These
concepts apply not only to electromagnetic
waves, but also to interactions involving
elastic waves, spin waves, plasma waves,

etc. As quantized fields, parametric inter-
actions can be interpreted as the annihilation
or creation of photons, phonons, magnons,

plasmons, etc.
In order to demonstrate the possibility

of achieving parametric interaction of trav-
eling waves in three-dimensional media, we
choose a moving coordinate system which is
moving at an arbitrary velocity v. Let the
frequencies of the original traveling waves

be w,, a,,, and ,. for the pump, idler, and
signal, respectively. The corresponding
Doppler frequencies in the moving coor-

dinates become w,d', w,i' and o,'. Then

op,= cp- pp v

wit = wiE-, V

E.' = -G. (1)

where Pp, gi, and y are the phase constants
of the three traveling waves. G and v are
vector quantities. Parametric interaction

* Received February 19, 1962. This work was sup-
ported in part by U. S. Signal Corps Contract No.
DA-36-039-SC-87209.

I P. K. Tien, 'Parametric amplification and fre-
quency mixing in propagating circuits,' J. Appl.
Phys., vol. 29, pp. 1347-1357; September, 1958.

becomes possible if the pump frequency is
equal to the sum of the idling and signal fre-
quencies, and if the relationship holds for
any arbitrary velocity of the moving coor-

dinate system. That means we have

s,o, = ,oi + W,.,

and require that

a,1 = Wi, + W.'.

From the above three equations we get

P= gi + P..

(2)

(3)

(4)
Eq. (4) is the condition on the phase con-

stants. Conversely if (2) and (4) hold, (3)
becomes valid and parametric interaction is
possible. Thus, (2) and (4) are the selection
rules to be satisfied for traveling-wave para-

metric interactions.
For periodic structures such as crystals,2

(4) is equivalent to

= gi + . + 27rg, (4a)

where g is a lattice vector in the reciprocal
lattice. When is not zero, the interaction
corresponds to the so-called "umklapp"
process in solids.3

In the one-dimensional case, the phase
constants can be regarded as scalars with
either positive or negative signs. Then (2)
and (4) are reduced to Tien's equations.' In
a nonlinear medium it is possible to achieve
either forward or backward traveling-wave
parametric amplifications. The significance
of the umklapp process has been demon-
strated in backward traveling-wave para-

metric amplifiers.4
Eqs. (2) and (4) can be expressed as

kw, = hai + hw.,

hip = hgi + rig.,
(5)
(6)

and

hgp = hui + hg,+ kg, (6a)

where h is Planck's constant, h, divided by
2r.

Eqs. (5), (6) and (6a) can be regarded
as the particle aspect of traveling-wave in-
teractions. Eq. (5) indicates the conservation
of energy, (6) the conservation of momen-

tum, and (6a) the conservation of crystal
momentum. It is expected that (5), (6), or

(6a) will be satisfied in any scattering proc-
esses. Thus, parametric interactions due to
scattering of the coherent quantized fields of
quasi-particles can conceivably be achieved.

The above discussion can be readily ex-

tended to frequency mixing, harmonic gen-
eration and parametric interactions involv-
ing multiple frequencies.5 The selection
rules, corresponding to the conservation
laws, can be generalized as

Ei=E E. (7)
i

2 L. Brillouin. "Wave Propagation in Periodic
Structures," Dover Publications, Inc., New York,
N. Y., p. 137; 1953.

aR. E. Peierls, 'Quantum Theory of Solids," Ox-

ford University Press, Oxford, England, p. 41; 1955.
4 H. Hsu, 'Backward traveling-wave parametric

amplifier," in 'Microwave Tubes," J. Wosnik, Ed..
Academic Press, New York, N. Y., pp. 342-345; 1961.

H. Hsu and S. Wanuga. 'The wide tuning range
of backward traveling-wave parametric amplifiers,"
PRoc. IRE (Correspondence), vol. 49, pp. 1339-1340;
August, 1961.

See, for example, H. Hsu, "Multiple frequency
parametric devices," Rept. of NSIA-ARDC Conf. on
Molecular Electronics, November 13-14, 1958, Wash-
ington, D. C., pp. 51-85, 1958; Digest of Solid-State
Circuits Coif.. February 12-13, 1959. pp. 12-13,1959.
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atid
= _

g; i- ; s+ 2 w-g, (8a)

where Ei and E, are the energies of the itnci-
dent anid scattered qLuasi-particles or trav-
elinig w-axves, , and 5 are the corresponiding
phase conIstants. Eq. (8) applies to con-
tilnLuoLis nmedia, andl (8a) to periodic media.
Eqs. (7) anid (8a) call be idenitified as the
Bragg Law in the special case of direct scat-
tering involving only onie inicident wave and
onie scattered wave.

ft shoulld be poinlte(d out that the above
selection rLules can be (alculated qualntutm
niechanicallx fromn the initeraction fI-lamil-
tolliain ill ariotUs collision processes. Btlt the
con(ept of three-diimienisionial paramletric in-
teractionis was niot ex ident in the fornmal
treatmiienit becaulse the propagationi of co-
hereiit qUalltized lields of (I-tlasi-particles
Wias niot beliexved possible earlier. WVith the
recenit dlex elopmient of the optical maser
anid the sUC'essfUl propagationi of coherent
phonionis, the concept of three-dinmeinsionial
paramletric illteraction may become impor-
tant in the study of solid-state physics and
ql(Ia ttuni- field theories. Ftirthermore, the
recenit suLccessful genierationi of optical har-
miOl;CS uitilizilng the nonlinearity in the elec-
tric susceptibility of piezoelectric crystals,6
is ill fact a demiionstrationi of the three-di-
miienisional paramiietric interaction of coher-
enit photons. Simiilar parametric initeractiolls
shotild be possible for phononis, ImlaginoIIs,
etc. There appears to be unilitmiited variety
in the poteintial developmenit of nexx (le-
v ices.

HSIUNG HtSU
Electronics Lab.

General Electric Co.
Sy ractuse, N. Y.

P. A. Franken, A. E. Hill, C. W. Peters and G.
Weinriech, "Generation of optical harmonies," Phys.
Rev. Lett., vol. 7. pP). 118-119; August 15, 1961.

Comments on "Relativistic
Beam-Wave Interaction"*

The theoretical results in Rowe's paper'
relate to the interactioni which takes place
betweeni ani axial electric field and an elec-
tron beam. In the system he coinsiders, it
appears that if the circuit potential gradient
in the z directioni is finite then the forcinig
field falls to zero when its phase velocity- is
equmal to the velocity of light. His eqtiation
(7) is:

I92 = - (1- k52) '

* Received April 23, 1962.
1J. E. Rowve, 'Relativistic beam-wave interac-

tiOn," PROC. IRE, vol. 50, pp. 170-177; February,
1962.

The application of this equLatioll leads to
the appearanice of a factor

L (1+ Cb)2J
in the circuit force parts of (21) and the
small-signal determinianital equationi (28).

In many of the circuits used itn high-
power traveling-wave amplifiers, however,
the axial forcinig field is finite when the phase
velocity of the fundamenital is eqtial to the
velocity of light. The same is true of the
structtires used in linear accelerators which
are designed to give large axial fields at this
phase velocitv.2

One may consider the finite field as beinig
duLe to the presence of space harmonics. T o-
gether with the fulnidamental these satisfy
the conidition Etan=O at all the coniductinig
boundaries. ro do this it is not niecessary for
them individually to be equal to zero. For
example, if we consider a tuibular structure
xwith a sectioii as showni in Fig. 1, theni whilst
E.=O over the imietal surface frolml A to B,
a finiite field may exist between B anid C. 1Uo
satisfy this condition- Ez at this radius muitist
be composed of a futndamenital, and space
harmoniics of finiite amplitude. These will
have differenit radial propagationi constants
iniside this radius and hence the field pattern
along the axis will be of a differenit forml.
When the fLunidamental has a phase velocity
eqatil to the velocityr of light its radial
propagationi constant is zero and hence its
amiiplittude is unchanged.

AK B C

flXISZ
(x =Yo)

Fig. 1.

As an example of a circuit which WotLld
satisfv Rowe's theory we may consider a
helix iniside a comiductillg tube. To obtaini a
phase velocity equlal to the velocity of light
the helix mluLlst be stretched otLit tunitil it be-
comes a straight wire. The system then
becomes a coaxial linie which propagates a
ITEM wave anid E. is zero at all points iniside
the circuit.

The cause of the anomaly appears to be
in the fact that if V, is a potentiat choseni so
that E, is giveni by equation (7), it shouLld
not be idenitified with the voltage oni ani
equLivalent transmissioni line as is doine bv
Pierce. Sinice V, tenids to infinity its ko tenids
to ulnity, it is niot really a very convrenient
variable. Pierce defines a differenit potential
suLch that E.,= r V, buLt this is not essenitial
to the theory which caii be carried through
inl terms of E, directly. The relativ itN, cor-
rections which have to be applied to the

2 R. B. R-Shersby-Harvie, "Travelling wave linear
accelerators," Proc. Phys. Soc., vol. 61, pp. 255-270;
September, 1948.

3 J. R. Pierce, "Traveling Wave Tubes," D. Van
Nostrand Co., Inc., New York, N. Y., ch. 2; 1950.

space-charge field cain, for the simiall-signial
theory, be most convenienitly accounted for
by working in terms of w,, which is the
appropriatelv corrected effective plasma
frequLe1ncy.z \Wheni these modifi ations are
made the small-signial, smiall C. (leterumii-
nantial eqtuationi bec(mes

B2 (Ake2)1;2

i (1 + jCb3)I(I + C(b -jd)) 8
(-b ±rjd + j3)(1 + 1C(b -jd +jb))

w- C

where

AE2 I(
C3 -1

(2P 4 Il7
Plhe x alue of E2/f32P uised beinig that for-

the funldametntal componienit of the electric
field.

This can fturther be simnplified by writing

61 = pe,a bI = /peb, d' = p,d, C( = /pe-
It theni become.s

(b'+jd'+jb')(1+C'(b'-jd'+j'))
Wq

2

W,L
Puiblished data oni the roots of this equationi
cani be used,5 the space-charge parameter
beinlg approximnately

4Q'C'" (- /C,
A. J. MONK

H-I. J. Ct RNOWX
S.E.RL. Nlicrowave Electronics Div.

Harlowx
Essex, England

4 M. Chodorow, E. L. Ginzton, 1. R. Neilson, and
S. Sonkin, "Design and performance of a high-powver
pulsed klystron," PROC. IRE, vol. 41, pp. 1584-1602;
November, 1953.

5 C. K. Birdsall and G. R. Brewer, "Normalizedl
Propagation Constants for a Traveling Wave Tube for
Finite Values of C," Hughes Aircraft Co. Culver
City, Calif., Tech. Memos, Nos. 331 and 396; October
1953 andl Jtune, 1955.

A uthor's Reply6
TI he relativistic device anialysis dexelopecl

by the author in "Relatixvistic Beam-Waxve
Initeractioisl' is a one-dimiensional anialysis
inxwhich onily the fundamental RF charge
density in the beans is conisidered ill CltIL-
latinig the cirCuit RF voltage amnplitUde anid
phase. Harmonics of the futndamneni tal charge
density ar-e howex er conisidered in comiputinig
the space-charge field ini the force equatioln.
Boundary conditionis, of course, do niot einter
into a onie-dimensional problem.

Ftindamenital to the anialysis is the as-
sun-sption that only one space-harmonlC
componient of the circuit field has appreci-
able interaction with the beam. In a two-
dimensional problem wherein- one takes all
space harmonics of the total field into atc-
counit iincluding the complete etnergy storage
circuit, each individual space-harmoinic field

6 Received May 9, 1962.
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component does not satisfy Maxwell's equa-
tions whereas the total field does. In this
situation some space-harmonic components
will be zero at ko= 1 whereas others may not
be. The exact solution of the two-dimensional
problem plus boundary conditions will indi-
cate this.

For arbitrary periodic structures the
axial component of electric field will go to
zero at the upper cutoff frequency where the
phase velocity is infinite and in general there
will be a nonzero axial electric field at vp=c.

In the present analysis the optimum in-
teraction condition occurs when the beam
is synchronized with the wave-phase velocity,
and since the electron velocity is necessarily
less than the velocity of light then both k.
and ko are less than unity and there will be a
finite (though small) axial electric field.
Synchronism between the beam and the
wave results in the RF wave appearing as a
static wave and it in turn exerts long con-
tinued forces on the electrons. As pointed out
by Monk and Curnow the helical waveguide
satisfies these conditions in that the axial
electric field becomes vanishingly small at
v,-+c and in the limit a TEM wave exists.
The presence of other space harmonics may
be accounted for in the circuit equations by
including space-harmonic terms as addi-
tional driving terms. A specific RF structure
type would then have to be considered in
order to analytically specify the form of the
driving terms.

The Lorentz transformation of the po-
tential four-vector indicated in (1) assumes
that three components of the vector poten-
tial are zero in the moving reference frame
(purely electrostatic) which results in (7)
and also the final working equations. An
alternate transformation to (1) may be made
in which the three components of the vector
potential are assumed zero (purely electro-
static field) in the laboratory system leads
to E = -c9 VW/ which parallels the sugges-
tion made by Monk and Curnow. Both situa-
tions are, of course, only approximate since
the magnetic energy storage has been neg-
lected. Its importance depends partly on the
transverse structure dimensions relative to a
free-space wavelength. If the alternate trans-
formation is used the only change is that the
factor [1 -k,2/(1+Cb)21 is eliminated from
(21) and (28). Representative efficiency cal-
culations made using the alternate definition
of E, are shown in Fig. 2, and are compared
with the earlier calculations.

In any case it is apparent that as k,1
the parameter C becomes small and large
interaction lengths would be required. It is
thus important to carry out beam bunching
at low velocities and extract energy in a
relativistic section.

The small-signal, small-C, determinantal
equation given by Monk and Curnow is not
restricted to small C and should contain
another factor, (1 +jCb)2 in the second term,
i.e., 4QC(1 +jC6)2 represents the space-
charge field. Replacing 4QC3 by (CO57/CO)2
assumes that wq/oK<<l which is not always
valid in large C devices. In general

Fig. 2-Efficiency vs relativity factor.

A general relativistic analysis must in-
clude the effects of transverse fields since the
Lorentz contraction applies differently to
axial and transverse fields and in addition
the space-charge field components are im-
portant in the two directions. The author is
presently developing a general two-dimen-
sional nonlinear analysis in which space-
harmonic field components are considered.

J. E. ROWE
Electron Physics Laboratory
The University of Michigan

Ann Arbor, Mich.

Scatterer Echo Area
Enhancement*

Various communications systems have
been proposed in which the received signal is
one scattered from an object irradiated by a
distant source. 1, 2 It is desired that the power
available at the receiver be as large a frac-
tion of the transmitted power as is economi-
cally feasible. One method of achieving this
is by making the echo area of the scatterer
large in the direction of the receiver. In the
case of satellites this may be achieved by
rotationally stabilized high gain scatterers
or isotropic unstabilized scatterers. If it is
not desired to use rotationally stabilized
satellites, the weight of extremely large iso-
tropic scatterers such as spheres ultimately
becomes prohibitive. It would be desirable to
further increase the apparent echo area of
scatterers without a prohibitive weight in-
crease while retaining most of the advant-
ages of the rotationally unstabilized iso-
tropic scatterer.

A method of enhancing the echo area of
a satellite scatterer has been proposed in
which a Van Atta array would have ampli-
fiers inserted in the lines connecting the
array elements. This approach has the
merit of providing reliability through the
redundancy of small components as well as
requiring only a relatively coarse rotational

* Received June 13, 1962.
1 J. R. Pierce and R. Hompfner, "Transoceanic

communications by means of satellites," PROC. IRE,
vol. 47, pp. 372-380; March, 1959.

2 J. L. Ryerson, "Passive satellite communica-
tions," PROC. IRE, vol. 48, pp. 613-619; April, 1960.

3 R. C. Hansen 'Communications satellites using
arrays," PROC. IRE, vol. 49, pp. 1066-1074; June,
1961.

stabilization of the vehicle. The realization
of such an array in which the weight is not
prohibitive is a formidable task in minia-
turization techniques development. If a
simple lightweight technique could be de-
veloped for enhancing the echo area of a
scatterer, array theory could be used to de-
velop an entire class of pseudopassive scat-
terers for application to problems of com-
munications and field measurement.

Although the problem is one of realizing
an enhanced bistatic scatterer (i.e., a three-
object system consisting of source, scatterer
and receiver), it is very similar to that of the
monostatic scatterer (i.e., the two-object
case in which scattering is directed back to
the source). In the monostatic case echo
area is defined as that area for which the
field incident on the scatterer contains suffi-
cient power to produce, by omnidirectional
radiation, the same field as is actually back-
scattered to the source. Hereafter the words
"echo area" will be understood to pertain to
that defined above for the monostatic case.

The echo area of a scattering object hav-
ing two closely spaced terminals to which is
connected a load impedance, ZL, has been
formulated in terms of the two-port open
circuit impedance parameters.4 The sub-
script 2 pertains to the variables and param-
eters of the scatterer and the subscript 1
pertains to those of the radiating object.
These objects are assumed to be imbedded
in linear, isotropic matter.

The general relationships are specialized
to the plane wave case by allowing the
source to recede to an infinite distance from
the scatterer. The echo area, 0, of the scat-
terer then becomes5

CT = -2 (Zii -Z Z1-----|(122)

wr Z22+ZL

The open circuit impedance parameters
comply with the standard two-port defini-
tions. Zu, and Z, must be carefully distin-
guished. Znl is the driving point impedance
at the source with the scatterer terminals
open circuited (i.e., ZL= 00). Z1 is the driv-
ing point impedance at the source with the
scatterer removed (i.e., the one-port condi-
tion). Znl does not in general equal Z,, other-
wise open circuiting of the scatterer would
require a zero echo area even though the
two electrically isolated parts of the scat-
terer are capable of scattering the field.

If (1) is further specialized for the de-
scription of short dipole scatterers the term
Zil -Z1 becomes appreciably small relative
to the remaining term.6 If attention is con-
fined to this type of elementary scatterer
and the echo area of the scatterer is nor-
malized with respect to its echo area with
its terminals shorted (i.e., ZL=O), the
normalized echo area ax becomes

GN am |Z22 2

GN=Z22 + ZL
(2)

A very small dipole resonated with an
inductive load may have a quality factor as
high as 485 and behaves like a series RLC

4 R. F. Harrington "Small Resonant Scatterers
and their use for Field Measurements," Syracuse
Univ. Res. Inst., Syracuse, N. V., Rept. No. EE492-
6201TB; January, 1962.

5 Ibid., p. 7.
6 Ibid., p. i1.
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circuait iiear the resonianit frequencw. Al-
though great cross sectioni enhanicemenit oc-

cuLrs, the niarrow bandwidth of the scatterer
makes it mnore suiitable as a field meaLsurinig
device thani as a cotimmuniications relav. A
dlimensionallx resonanit dipole wouild be
miiore stlitable as a communications signial
scatterer as its equkix-alent RLC quality
factor niear resonanice approximiiates 10. At
10 kMc this wouild represenit a 103 M1lc bauid-
width between half-power points.

In the case of the dimenisionially reso-

nianit, thini half-wave dipole Z22 is real anid
ahouit 73 oihms. In the purely passix-e case

equiation (2) inidicates that ox- wotuld be maxi-
i%iied to uniitv wheni ZL=0. Assuming that
it were possible to realize a niegative real
load RL that approached R22, a,\- could rise
to indefinitely large aluies. For exaample, if
it desired to make ao equial 100, RL of
-65.7 ohnms would be requiiredl. AssumIiitig
the equi-alent lulmped reactantce remiiainied
constant near resonianice the quality factor
wouild have increased from 10 to 100. Under
thes;e (onditions the half-power banidwridth
at 10 kMc would be 100 Mc, a uisefil coin-

mrnunications bandwidth.
AAmplificationi at microwave frequencies

uIsiing the negative resistance characteristics
of tunnilel diodes is well kniowni. A slot trans-
m1issioII amiiplifier uIsing this effect has been
demonstrated.7 Echo area enihanicemiienit of
dimiensionally resonanit dipoles loadedl bh
reflectioni-type ttunniel-diode amlpliflers has
beeni demonstrated8 although mui(ch wx ork
remiiains in achiev ,ing simiiple, lightweight,
reguLlated biasing power stipplies whi h are

insenisitive to frequency changes in the (Ie-

sired banddwidth.
In additioni to the nietwork problemsi- in-

volved in designiing the combined cliode and
associated bias sutpply to appear as a putre
negative resistanice over the microwavse
banidwidth of interest is the problem of oh-

taiming a lonig-life, lightweight poswer suip-

ply%. TIhe electroni-emittinig isotopes will pro-

vide power for lonig periods' anid have
promise for this applicationi.

JosEiPH L. RY1FRSoN
Rome Air Dev. Ctr.
Griffiss AFB, N. Y.

7 M. E. Pedinoff, 'A tunnel-diode slot transmission
amplifier," PROC. IRE (Correspondence), vol. 49,
pp. 1315-1316; August 1961.

8 "Microwave Device," Directorate of Etigrg.,
Rome Air Dev. Ctr., Griffiss AFB, N. V., Tech. Prog.
Rept., November 17, 1961, to March 16, 1962.

9 P. Rappaport, 'Electron voltaic effect in P-N
jutnctions induced by , particle bombardment, Phys.
Rev., vol. 96, p. 246.

The Screening Effect of the
Ionosphere*

The reflectioni of CW signals froom the
vicinity of an artificial earth satellite con-

tinues to be of interest. Studies concerning
this phenomena are ussually carried out at
frequiencies jutst above the critical frequenicy

* Received Februiary 5, 1962.

of the ioo-osphere wx here the lalrgest effects
are expectetl. Howeser, it is in this exact
freqUenc) raiige that ionospheric screening
is iinportanit. Tbhis phenomenon, although
well knoswii, is often) overlooked In exam in-
inig resuilts of any C\\ reflectioli stud(ies ,it

diserse geographical locations. For example,
the iiicluLsioii of ioiiospheric screeiiig in

statistical sttudies of C\\ relect lion is esseln-
tial in order to obtain goocl correlatioii

In particular, \ A\\ reflections, In which
the transmiiitter is iear Wtashington, I). C.
aiil the receivers are in Columbus, Ohio,
are only possible fromi intluced ionization
above the F laver imiaxillmuiuL if the tranis
mitter frequenicy is high enloLugh to penietratte
the ioniosphere withotut beiiig essenticlly
'reflected" hack to earth. TAhuls, to penetrate
the ioiiosphere the transmi tted fre(qtency, f,

mullst satisfy

f >) sec
where

.t is the critical freq nencvo(if the ioiiosphere,

s is the angle of incideince, as showii ill
Fig. 1.

-I

ns 350 km

'7 6

-t

t

50 40
West Long,fde

Fig. 2 --Geometrical areas of p)ossible i-eflectioii it al
satellite heiglht oi 350 knm. (Assurme(d above F
nmax.)

Figy. 3 -Geoinetrical areas of possible reflecti(n atat
satellite lieiglit of 8(til km.

Fig. 1-Screening effect of the ioniosphere relative to
satellites above thie F layer maxiitmuim.

For a spherical earth '

sin x&/2
= tan l

1 + li/R - cos 4/2
where

R is the radiuis of the earth,
4; is the aigle at the center of the earth

stibteidecl bv the earth radii throtugh
the two poinlts of inlterest, anid

h is critical height of reflectioii in the
ionosphere.

Iff and f, are fixecl, Fig. 1 shows approxi-
inatelx how penietrationi of the ioniosphere
caii occur frolmi the stanidpoinit of the traiis-
mitter location an-d hoss reflected signials at

frequencyf cain repeiietrate to the obsersving
stationi.

TI hese areas of penietratioii are "ionio-
spheric holes"; their overlap allowus the
dravinig of colntoirs which enclose the mi.axi-
muml-ll geomletrical area of possible direct re-

flectioni fromii a satellite, at a tfxedl ratio of f
to/f, and a fixed satellite height (fsaUmed to
be above the F layer maxinilmum). These con1-
tours are shown in Figs. 2-4 for three differ-

Ionospheric Radio Propagation," Natiotial
Bureatu of Standards, U. S. Dept. of Commerce,
Washington. D. C., Cirecular 462, ). 68; JuRne 25, 1948.

Fig. 4 Geometrical areas of po.(ssible reflection at a
satellite lieiglt of 1 200 kisi.

eiit satellite heights over \Vashingtotn, I). C.
aiid Coltimbus, Ohio.

At each satellite height, there is at critical
ratio f/f0 Ili,, which is the lowest ratio for
which aniy reflectioni area is possible. Also,
at each height a ratio flf ,ld x gives the
maxiniitimii geotmietrical area of possible re-

flection; higher ratios w-ill veild 1io larger
area. It is emphasizedi that Figs. 1-4 are

geometrical picttires anid no allowance is
made for refractioni of the ravls. It should be

ii(itetl that the two stations wrhich are the
basis for igs. 2-4 ate close together ( - 300
iTliles); however, when the transmitting sta-
tioiu atnd the receiving statioii are separated
bv a larger distancef/f, miu becomes larger,
aiid, at a particular ratio, t-he area of possi-
ble reflectioni is smia>ller. B3tit, mnost impor-
taut, in Figs. 2-4, it is seeni that the higher
the frequentc relative to the critical fre-
quency, the larger the area of expected re-

flectioti.
1B3Yo3N C. IOTiT iS

Dept of Ele. Fingrg.
The Ohio State Utniv.

Colunibuis, Ohio
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A New Criterion for Evaluating the
Number of Complex Roots of an
Algebraic Equation*

In many physical problems it is very in-
teresting to be able to evaluate the number
of real roots of an algebraic equation with
real coefficients. The problem may be solved
directly or by means of the evaluation of the
number of complex root pairs of the same
equation. In order to reach this last result
we introduce here a new criterion, different
from those presented by Budan-Fourier,
Sturm, and Segre.

The gist of the present method consists
in constructing a polynomial R(x) having as
many positive real part zeros as are the com-
plex roots of the equation; then the number
of positive real part zeros of R(x) may be
evaluated by applying to this polynomial
either the Routh-criterion or the Hurwitz-
criterion.

Let the equation be

n
P5(x) = ax = 0.

A first approach to the solution of the prob-
lem might be to choose as polynomial R(x)
the polynomial Q25(x), which is the product
of the complex coefficients polynomials
P.'(x) and Pn" (x) whose zeros are obtained
by multiplying the zeros of Pa(x) by j and
-j. In fact Q2n(x) [Fig. 1(a) and (b)] has as
many positive real part zeros as there are
complex zeros of P., but it also has some
imaginary zeros (corresponding to the real
zeros of P.), and so the criteria of Routh and

* zeros of Pn

(a)

I ,.

.

For the purpose of the application of the
criteria of Routh and of Hurwitz, we can
choose a value of a so small that its powers
can be neglected. In such a way the criterion
of Routh or the criterion of Hurwitz may be
applied to the polynomial R2'(x), very near
to R2a but whose coefficients ci' are simpler
functions of the coefficients ai of the poly-
nomial Pn.

A zeros of Pn
e zeros of Pnn

(b)

* zeros of R2n

(c)
ig. 1.

may construct it starting from the elements
of ths second row, divided by -28 and from
the elements of the third row multiplied
by n. In such a way the criterion may be
enunciated as follows.

The number of complex zeros of the poly-
nomial with real coefficients P5(x) =aixz is
equal to the number of sign variations on the
first column of the set:

nA. = et, 1 (n - 1)A.-, = a-,,m.m * * (i+ 1)Aj+j = cti+1.
An-1 = a,n,2 2An_2 = an-1.2 . . (n - i)A = Oti+1,2

iAi = ac.s- 2A2 =- 2,i A, = (x1,,
(n - i + 1)Ai.l = Cei,22. . (n - 1)AI = a2,2 nAl - Ci.2

. . . iai+1,3
Cai+1.4

aji3 * * 23

ajt4
.

Ci,

*a,2n 0 . . 0

. . . a2,4

. . . O

0 0

of Hurwitz might not be applied in a direct
way. Instead of Q2n we have then to con-

struct a polynomial R25(x) whose zeros are
shifted by a little negative real quantity a
from those of Q2n [Fig. 1 (c)].

It is easy to realize that in the poly-
nomial Q2. the coefficients of the odd powers
are equal to zero, and the coefficients b2i of
the even powers are

min (i,n-i)

b2i = k liai-ai+k
0

+ 1 if k =0
=

2(-+1) if k 0O

It is also easy to see that the coefficients
ci of the polynomial R2n are given by the
formulas

C2n =b2n

G, =[b + Lb (- )k( k bi+k6k

(i $£ 2n)

* Received February 16, 1962; revised manuscript
received, April 12, 1962.

In fact the coefficients ci' are given by the
formulas

C2,I = b2n = a.2
c2n-1 =-2nb2J =- 2na.25

c2i =b2i E hai-kaa+k

c2i-1 = - 2ib2i5 = - 26i L hai-ka-k

Cl = 2b26 =- 26(a2-a-a2)
coI = bo = ao2.

If we will apply the Routh criterion, we
may note that all the elements of the second
row are multiplied by -25 and that the
elements of the third row are of the form

n-i +1
n

Moreover the first element of the first row
will always have a sign opposite to that of
the first element of the second row.

Because of this, there is no need to con-
sider the first row of Routh's set, and we

where

miii fi,n-i)
Ai E-k hIa-ka.+k

+ 1 if k-0
2(_t)k if k $0

anid

C,sj-2 01i+1,j-2

an,j-1 i+1,ij-2
at,j=

a ,j-

To the above polynomial R25' we may
also apply the Hurwitz criterion in the
standard determinantal form; in this case
too it is possible to introduce some simplifica-
tions by dividing the elements of the columns
of the matrices to be considered by the same
coefficient.

(More detailed information about the
present criterion is given in a paper which
is being published in the "Bollettino della
Associazione Matematica Italiana.")

A. LEPSCHY
Istituto di Elettrotecnica

UniversitA di Trieste, Italy
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Flow Graph Determination of the ac. -/ b"
Over-All Scattering Matrix of 5 dz 6,
Joined Multiports* < a'

It is advantageous to be ab)le to deter-
mine the ov-er-all scattering miiatrix of it

system of joined mulltiports froml the known
scattering matrixes of its comiiponenits. Siuch
a determinationi will allow us to syinthesize a

given mnultiport froml simpler interconnected
nmultiports. Coniversely, we may extract the
various componenits within a muLltiport.

The method will be illustrated with the
simple case of a cascade of two, two ports
as in Fig. 1(a). The results for this case have
been solved' anid presented elsewhere,2 by
other methods, allowinig a comparison of
restil ts.

D)raw S' and S" in flow graph form as itn
Fig. 1(b), joininlg b2' to a," and b," to a2' as

the oLtput of one network will be the inpLit
of the other. T'he joininig paths hax e a gain
of unity indicating that the jLnction itself is
mlatched. If this were not the case, we woUld
have to add a third two port in betweetn to
accouniit for the mismatch. Note that the
innler ports are iiow withini the comiposite
network anid the only external ports are

those of a,', b,' anid a2", b2" keepinig the
strLctture a two port. Calling a,', b,' the niuml-
ber one port, and a2", b2" the nuLmber two
port, the S,, of the composite scattering
matrix will be the total path gaini from a,'
to b,', anid S2, will be the total path gaini from
a,' to b2" etc. The structure in Fig. 1(b) has
one loop which corresponds physically to
the multiple reflection betweeni the two niet-
works due to their input mismatches (S..'
and S,,") oni each side of the junction. The
path gains caii be determiined by inispection,
LiSilIg lasoin's non-totichiig loop ruLle2 xsrith

which we obtaini

Sll = Sll + S2,'SI"SI'A(1 - S22'Sn ")

S12 = S12"S12'(j - S22',1") I

S21 = S2,'SS21"(1 -S22'S,,")-1
S2= S22" + S12"S22'S2t"(1- S22'511)-i" (1)

(ta)

(b)

Fig. 1 -(a) Cascade of two, two ports having scatter-
ing matrixes S' and S". (b) Flow graphi of the net-
work of (a).

one symmetry plane) in which the emergent

energy fromii two of the ports is either in
phase or 180° ouit of phase.

Fig 2(a) shows twro four ports joinied at
onie arm. The flow graph for this systemni with
the fouLr ports corresponidinig to (2) is showni
in Fig. 2(b). Each vertical half of the flow
graph is a represenitationi of matrix (2). I'he
isolation between ports is effected by the
proper segregationi of a's anid b's. Ports 3

and 4 correspond to the series aiid parallel
armiis respectively. As all ports are mlatched,
the juIlCtiOnl will genierate no loop anid this
flow graph may be evaluated very simply
by path gain prodUCts.5 Renaminig ports 1',

2', 3', 1", 2", and 3", to 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, aiid 6
respectively, and defining the scatterinig (o-
efficients of the composite network ini the
usual miiannier we obtain:

=

0 5S,

lS.41'S41' S :"'S42" 0

O () (

b4 db,

h2+ 'S3 b2
C2 <oMa ~~~~b3doL2

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 -(a) Two fotir ports joine(1 aIt one armi. (h)
Flow graplh of tw,'(?o matched rOLar p)orts joine(l at
one arm.

(To chanige the port lnuslbers of it scattering
matrix first interchanige the correspon(dling
rows and then the corresponding coILnmoIIs, or

vice versa.) S of (5) is identical to that of the
matched turnstile junction.9 l'huis we have

derived the properties of one type of matche(l
six port and done so with less effort than
woulId have beeni possible by previons
methods. In additioni we have showii how
this six port may be synthesized froml two
7r hybrids joined at their parallel ariais.

S41"'S4' S42/S4tI 0Sqle-4, 542 5t
S425S2,' S32"S32 0

o() 0) n20

(0)
0

SrI

() 8%:.'

5

aS2}:, 1(

(I)

The equationis ini (1) are ideiitical to
those obtainied more laboriously elsewhere.' 2

With this imethod we shall iiow show howr
the turnstile junctioni4 is electricallyl equiv-
alent to two 7r hybrids joinied at their
parallel arms. \\ ith the proper choice of
reference planes at r hvbrid will have the
scattering matrix:

fO 0 1 1
1 0 0 -1 1I

SI (2

1 1 0 0J

T'he 7r hybrid is a matched fouLr port (with

* Received February 14, 1962.
G. W. Epprecht, "Allgemeine Active Passive tind

Nichtreziproke Vierpole," Tech. Mitt. PTT, NR 5, pp.
169-173; 1959.

2 D. J. R. Stock and L. J. Kaplan, "A comment oni
ttile scattering matrix of cascaded 2N-ports," IRE
TRANS. ON MICROWAVE THEORY AND TECHNIQUFS
(Correspondence), vol. MTT-9, p. 454; September,
1961.

3 S. J. Mason, "Feedback theory-further proper-
ties of signal flow graphs," PROC. IRE, vol. 44, pp.
920-926; jtly, 1956.

4 C. G. Montgomery, R. H. Dicke, and E. M.
Ptircell, 'Principles of Microwave Circuits," Mc-
Graw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, N. V., pp. 459--
466: 1948.

Letting S' andtl S" = S,. of (2 ) we obtain:

() i//'2 1/2 1/2

0( 0 -/V2 1/2 1/2

.=i/ -l/V

1/2 1/2
1/2 1/2

0

0

(O0
0 0

() 0 0 1/v"2' -i/V"'

(4)

-1/V2()- 1 /vS21
(1

RenUmbering ports 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 to
1, 4, 2, 5, 3, and 6, respectixely. we obtitin:

!0 1/2

i1/2

0

1/2

S 0 11/2
1/2 1/2

1/ ' -1/V2

0) 1/v °

5 M. R. Leibowitz, "Visual matrix multiplicatioti
by flow graphs,' PROC. IRE (Correspon(denzce), vol.
50, pp. 211-212; February, 1962.

1/2 1/v'2 0

() l/v

1/2 -l/V2 0:

0) -l/v )2
()

(5)

0 0

-1/V,/2 0 0

iIICIIAEL R. L.IJIBOWITIZ
1620 Ocean Ave.
Brooklyni, N. Y.
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On the Significance of Instantane-
ous and Short-Term Correlation
Functions for a Class of
Stochastic Processes*

INTRODUCTION
With attempts to develop instantaneous

adaptive-learning systems a real need has
arisen to define clearly the concept of in-
stantaneous correlation functions and their
physical realization. Several authors' have
considered this problem partially. The pur-
pose of this note is to define the notion of
instantaneous correlation as a limiting value
of short-term correlation and to develop ap-
propriate expressions for such correlation
functions in terms of an orthogonal series.

SHORT-TERM CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
In the actual measurement process, the

correlation function is measured over some
interval of time, let us say 2 T. Since the
correlation function thus obtained is a

function of this short interval,2 2T, the time
t and correlation interval r, the resulting
function, e/2T(t, T) is called the short-term
correlation function and is defined by

I t+T

102T(t 2=Tx-(A.xI +T)dt. (1)

For a stationary time process, as T-- oo, (1)
becomes the usual definition of a correlation
function, namely

I rT+'(T) = lim - x(t)x(t + r)di. (2)T_ 2T -T
This is evident by making use of the fact
that for a stationary process

lim 42T(t, T) = lim k2T(0, T) +(T). (3)
T-oo T

INSTANTANEOUS CORRELATION AS A LiMIT
OF A SHORT-TERM CORRELATION FUNCTION

It was shown above that as the interval
T is lengthened, the correlation function of a
stationary random process approaches the
usual definition. What happens if T is
shortened instead? In this case the correla-
tion function is markedly dependent upon
the interval length T as well as the origin in
time t and the correlation variable r. For
very short intervals, T, the correlation is
defined on an average only for that interval
as is clearly evident. By analogy to the ve-

locity of a particle of mass or the frequency
of a wave motion, as the time of measure-
ment is decreased the average velocity or

frequency approaches what is defined as the
instantaneous velocity or frequency. In the
same way we define as the instantaneous
correlation by allowing T--O.

Definition
The instantaneous correlation function

0(t, t) of a random process x(t) is defined

* Received February 19, 1962; revised manuscript
received, March 5, 1962.

' D. R. Rothschild, "A note on instantaneous
spectrum," PROC. IRE (Correspondence), vol. 49, p.
649; March, 1961.

2 Over the interval T, the short-term correlation
function 'T(t, T) is defined as

I T t
OT(t, X -I xQ)xQt + T)de. (la)

T J _l

as the

liM042T(t, r)

1 t+T
Tlim -T JxtT x() r)dt = 4(t, r). (4)

T-,O 2T tT

To show that (4) is consistent with the
usual notion of instantaneous quantities
such as, say, velocity or frequency, the
limit in (4) is now evaluated.

Let us define the function s(p, r):

'p(t r) x(txx(t + r)de (5)

and form the difference function
o(t + T, r) (t - T, r)

rt+T-= xWx(t + r)d4. (6)
t-T

Dividing both sides of (6) by 2T gives
((t + T, r) - c(t -T, T)

2T

1 t+T

x(Tx( +T)d0. (7)
2T t-T

The difference quotient on the left side
tends to a derivative as T-,O under certain
conditions3 of the function p, i.e.,

l p(t + T,r) fp(t T, r) aQ(t, r)

lim =-. (8)
T__+O 2T at

Hence

---t,r) lim 2 x(t)x(t ++)dT. (9)
at T-+o 2_T

It is clear then that the instantaneous cor-
relation functton of the random process x(t)
is the derivative of the function vp(t, r). This
is roughly analogous to the derivative idea
arising in the notion of instantaneous velocity
and frequency.

To evaluate (9), note that
rt

p(t, ) = ftx(t)x(t + r)dt + <(0, r) (10)

where so (0, r) is the initial function of inte-
gration. Taking partial derivatives of both
sides of (10) with respect to the time vari-
able t gives

at ) =-X x)x( + r)dt

+ 'P(0, T) (l

at

The last term in the right member of (11) is
evidently zero. The first term of the right
member of ( 11) is evaluated according to the
rules4 of differentiating an integral with re-

spect to its upper limit t:

Cti x(t,x(t + r)dt x(t)x(t + r). (12)

Thus it follows that

ar(t, r) = x(t)x(t + T) = 4(t, r) (13)
at

aF. Riesz and B. Sz. Nagy, 'Functional Analysis.,
Ungar Press, ch. 1; 1957.

4 1. S. Sokolnikoff, 'Advanced Calculus,' Mc-
Graw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, N. Y., p. 121;
1939.

or

1 t+T
lim X(Ox(t + )dtT-so 2T t-T

= x(t)x(t + T). (14)

From this it follows that the instantaneous
correlation function is merely the product of
the random function x(t) and the function of
its continuous translation x(t+r).

SYNTHESIS OF INSTANTANEOUS CORRELATION

FUNCTIONS IN TERMS OF A COMPLETE SET

OF ORTHOGONAL FUNCTIONS

Wolf,5 and Wolf and Dietz,6 7 give a

general theory for probing systems and cor-
relation systems. It is shown that

An = WIa(T)c6(T)dr, (15)

where hr5(r) are the impulse responses of a set
of orthogonal filters, A0=Wiener statistics
obtained by averaging the produict of the re-

sponses of the orthogonal filter to noise, and
the noise. If {h,(r)} form a complete or-

thogonal set, a solution for 0(T) the correla-
tion function is easily obtained,5 i.e.,

(T) = E Anltn(r).
n-1

(16)

From the theory given above, it follows that
the instantaneous correlation function is ob-
tained utilizing the mechanization given by
Wolf5 with T-+O where T is the averaginig
time and g(t), the random variable, is as-

sumed to have been on since r = -*0o. Thus

A,(T,t) = T(t, r)h.(r)dr

or

OTO, T) = 2f An(T, t)hln(r).
n=1

Passing to the limit as T-sO gives

s-0 0, T)-?j: A.n (t8)hn(T)
n=1

(17)

(18)

(19)

where

An(t) = g(t)v.(t) f_g(t)g(t + r)h0(7)dr (20)
o>

is now a random variable.
The display of 43(t, T) is via a three-

dimensional plot. The variable t measures
the change in statistics of the correlation
function as the origin of measurement
changes. The variable T measures the cor-
relation spread. The third axis gives the
correlation amplitude, 0(t, T).

ALFRED A. WOLF

Emertron, Inc.
Emerson Research Labs.

Silver Spring, Md.

5 A. A. Wolf, "Some recent advances in the anal-
ysis and synthesis of nonlinear systems," Trans.
AIEE, vol. 80, pp. 289-300; November, 1961.

6 A. A. Wolf and J. H. Dietz, "A statistical theory
for probing a class of linear and nonlinear systems for
faults, parameter identification, and transmission
characteristics, to be published.

7 A. A. Wolf and J. H. Dietz, "Adaptive correla-
tion techniques for signal classification, recognition,
and filtering," to be published.
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WWV And WWVH Standard Fre-
quency and Time Transmissions*

Tlhe frequenicies of the Nationial BuLreau
of Standards radio stationis XV-TWV and
WWVH are kept in agreemenit with respect
to each other and have beeni maintainied as

conistanit as possible since December 1, 1957,
with respect to ani improved United States
Frequenicy Stanidard (USFS).1 The correc-
tionIs reported here were arrived at by meanls
of improved measuremenit mnethods based oii

transmissionis from the NBS stationis
WWVXVB (60 kc) and WNWVL (20 kc). The
values giveni in the table are 5-day rutnninig
averages of the daily 24-hour valties for the
period beginning at 1800 UIT of each day
listed.

WWV FREQUTENCY
\XVITH RESPECT TO U. S. FREQUENCY STANDARD

1962 Parts in l010j

1 -130.2
2 -130.2
3 -130.3
4 -130.3
5 -130.3
6 -130.3
7 130.3
8 -130.2
9 -130.2
1 -130.2
t1 -130.1
12 -130.1
13 -130.1
14 -130.0
15 -129.9
16 -129.8
17 -129.9
1s -129.9
19 -129.9
2( -129.9
21 -129.9
22 -129.8
23 -129.7
24 -129.8
25 -129.8
26 -129.8
27 -129.7
28 -129.6
29 -129.5
30 129.3

Adjustmenits were iwiade at 0000 UTl. on

the foregoing dates; ani advanicemenit means

that the signals were adjusted to occur at an

earlier time thatn before.
NATIONAL BuREK1AU OF STANDARDS

Boulder, Colo.

This writer has foutnid that the genieral
shape of the power transfer functioni ('al be
improved bx remoxvinig the low -pass filter
anid reducing the loop gain to K <1. T1o in-
vestigate this case, let the system input be

Let the timiie be represenited as

t-nT+r, 0 < r < 7
n = 0, 1,2,* .

Theni

i(t) (T )46t = A e if(. +T

(1)

(2)

(3)
After n loop circulatiotns with loop gain K,

the signial in the loop is

°t(7- AKme2i(t-t) Xt+ T7

IP? =i

The Coherent Memory Spectrum
Analyzer with Loop Gain K <1*

The coherent memory spectrunll allaly zer
is a relatively simple and flexible systenl for
real-time spectral analysis. The basic system
(Fig. 1) has been treated by several writ-
ers.',',' These writers indicate that, in unity
loop gain, the square of the envelope of the
svstem output is equivalent to scanning the
spectrum of the systeni input onice every 1
seconds by a filter with power transfer given
bv

Sin [7r(N + 1)(fT -IT 2
Sin psr(fT- I/T)

1
- tKeA'es| IT

A
_ Ke2 'V 7'

5I

x-here the well-ktlowxn relationi
\' 1

EltX= - (5)

has beeni used. 'The square of the illstanitalle-
otis enivelope of the signal in the loop is
{0,,(r){ 2. Sinice the loop gail K is less thani
unitv, the instantaneous enivelope of the
steady-state systeml outpuit is easilx ob-
taimie(d

ourPur

t A minus sign indicates that the broadcast fre
quiency was below nominal. The uncertainty associ-
ated with these valutes is ± 5 XI0-11.

The tiuise sigilals of WWV and WWVH
'are also kept in agreement with each other.
Since these signals are locked to the fre-
quienicy of the transmissions, a continuous
departure fromii UT2 may occur. Corrections
are determiined and published by the U. S.
Naval Observatory. The time signals are

nlaintained in close agreemeilt with UT2 by
properly offsetting the broadcast frequency
froml the USFS at the beginninlg of each year
wxhell necessarv. This niew system was coins-
menced oni Janiuary 1, 1960.

Suibsequenit changes were as follows:

Frequientcy Offset, with Refte enzce to the USFS

January 1, 1960, - 150 parts in Ol'
January 1, 1962, -130 parts in 10"l

7time Adjtstisents, with Reference
to the Tizne Scale UT?

December 16, 1959, retardation, 20 milliseconds
January 1, 1961, retardation, 5 milliseconds
August 1, 1961, advancement, 50 milliseconds

* Received July 19, 1962.
See "National standards of time and frequency

in the United States,' PROC. IRE (Correspondence),
vol. 48, pp. 105-- 106; january, 1960.

Fig. 1 W---Basic coheretnt memor\ sl)ectrUm analyzer.

where N is the niumber of times a gi-veni sig-
nial componienit is allowed to (irctulate inl the
loop before beinig renmoved by the low-pass
filter. The shape or resolutioni of this filter
depetnds Ot1 N, while the ceniter freqtiencx
depenids on the time (i.e., the center fre-
qutentcy is t/T5 plus aniy miiultiple of 1/T).
Because the responise of the systemn is per-

iodic in frequelltcy, 11ptit spectrutn mtist be

limited to a bandwidth of less thain I /T for
unambigtuous anialysis.

* Received Max 17, 1962; revised manuscript m-e-
ceived, June 5, 1962.

1 S. Applebaum, 1t. S. Patent No, 2,997,650;
August 22, 1961.

2 H. J. Bickel, "Spectrum analysis with delay line
filters," 1959 IRE WESCON CON\ ENTION RECORD,
pt. 8, pp. 59 67.

3 J. Capon, "On the properties of an active time-
variable network: the coherent memory filter," PYOe.
Symp. on Active Networks and Feedback Systems,
Polytechnic Inst. of Brooklyn, Brooklyn, N. V.;
April, 1960.

Lim O0,Ar)II

A2
6

1 + K2 2K cos 27r(r/T - f (')

Eq. (7) is the power response of the systemii
to a single frequenicy iliptlt of frequenicy
anid anIlplitLide A. 'rhe Ottptit is periodic in
t=T and f= I/T, proportionla-l to .4 2, aind
peaks wheni

r/Tt -O, ± 1 ± 2, * (7)

Trherefore, the square of the envelope of the
sysstem output is equivalent to scalininig the
power spectrumn of the input every T seconids
with a filter with power transfer function
given by

t+K-2 2K cos 2ir(T/7' T)

1984 September
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parallel to the emitter, anid a currenit geni-
erator i2 in parallel to the collector (Fig. 1),
and if F82 is the noise suppression factor of
the emitter noise,4 one would expect

ii*ii = 2eF,2IfA
i2=i2= 2eF,2IAfad,2 + 2el8adc(l - ade)Af

+ 2eI,,Af
ii*i2 = 2eF,214Afad,

(1)

(2)
(3)

since the cross correlation betweeni ii and i2
is caused by the fact that the part a(II of
the emitter current is collected.

Cs R C* Zc is

ve_

G
4kTrblbf

W 1-Fig. 2-Power transfer function for loop gain K =0.9.

Fig. 1-Equivaletnt circulit of thin film transistor.

The filter shape is determined by the loop
gain K, while the center frequency is time-
dependent and equal to t/T2 plus any multi-
ple of 1IT. The filter shape is shown in Fig.
2 for the case K = 0.9; notice the absence of
sidelobes.

The equivalent rectangular bandwidth

(i.e., resolution) of a filter with power trans-
fer P(f) is defined as4

P(df

P2(f)df

there are no problems with oscillationis be-
cause the feedback at any frequency is zero
as a result of the frequency shifting by the
SSB modulator. The linear dynamic range
and bandpass of the memory loop will also
set practical limitations on the resolution.

WINSLOw R. REMLEY
Communications Systems Ctr.

IBM Federal Systems Div.
Rockville, Md.

(8)

Because the power transfer function of this
system is periodic in frequency and because
in practice the input spectrum is band-lim-
ited to the periodic interval (i.e., 1/T), (8)
will be integrated over the periodic interval
only. Making the substitLition 2,r(t/T-fT)
=x yields

[f [I + K2 - 2K cos xldx]
Xe =

2rTJ [I + K2- 2Kcos x]j2dr

2T L1+K2J ~~~~~~(9)
which results in the useful relation

Resolution 1 -K21
_ __ _ (10)System Bandwidth 2 + K2_

Adjusting the loop gaiIn, K, theoretically
yields any desired resolution, a flexibility
that is one of the advantages of the analyzer
-although there are practical limitations.
As K-si, the system becomes sensitive to
small perttlrbations in the loop gain, but

4 R. B. Blackman and J. W. Tukey, "The Meas-
urement of Power Spectra,' Dover Publications, Inc.,
New York, N. Y., p. 19; 1958.

Shot Noise in Thin Film
Transistors*

In this note the theory of shot noise in
transistors is adapted to the thin film tran-
sistors consisting of metal-oxide-metal-oxide-
metal or metal-oxide-metal-semiconductor
structures.'12

Let I. be the emitter current, I.c the
leakage current between base and collector,
and ade the dc current amplification factor;
then the collector current Ih=adceI+Iec.

According to Zijlstra3 the current in
metal-oxide-metal diodes shows full shot
noise at small currents and suppressed shot
noise at larger currents. Consequiently one
would expect the same for the emitter cur-
rent of the thin film transistor. The current
distribution between base and collector is a
partition problem and as a consequence the
collector noise should consist of collected
shot noise, partition noise and full shot
noise of the current I1,. Hence if the noise is
represented by a current generator il in

* Received June 25, 1962. Supported by U. S. Sig-
nal Corps Contract.

I C. A. Mead, 'Operation of tunnel-emission de-
vices," J. Appl. Phys., vol. 32, pp. 646-652; April,
1961.

2 J. P. Spratt, R. F. Schwarz, and W. M. Kane,
"Hot electrons in metal films, injection and collec-
tion," Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 6, pp. 341-342; April 1,
1961.

3 R. J. J. Zijlstra, 'Noise in currents through thin
insulating layers," Physica (to be published).

Since the emission anid collection proc-
esses are fast processes, (1), (2) anid (3)
should hold for a wide range of frequencies.
The high-frequency behavior of the diode is
not caused by these processes, but by the
emitter capacitance C,.

The differences with the semiconductor
transistor are as follows:

1) For the semiconductor transistor
FC2=1.

2) Ie is not a simple exponeential fuLncttioni
of VC, and hence the equations for g,o

jle/a V8 and g,o = alh/s V, no longer hold.
3) The frequency dependence of the

thin film transistor must be attributed to
the emitter capacitance C2. Henice if ao

=al/ale, the high-frequenicy current aimi-
plification factor a is

as 0 o

a1 = = (4)
1 +ij&CeReo I + jf/f

where Ro= I/g,o, and fo=(27rCGR,o)-' is the
a-cutoff frequency of the thin film traiii-
sistor.

Sometimes the nioise is represenited by atn
emitter emf e anid a collector Currenit geni-
erator i (Fig. 2). In that case,

Ree
e = ilZe; i=i2 -ail; Ze= -f

Conisequenitly

* 2eF,Y2IeAfR,s2
e e=

(I + f2/1,2)

i =i 2eF2I_Af [ad 2

+ f2/fs2)

t 22 1

+(1+ .f2/f52)J
+ 2ebade(l - ade))Af + 2eI,..Af

e*i= 2eF82I fhR8[R l_/fs

aos

I +12/fo2J.

(5)

(6)

(8)

4 A. van der Ziel, "Noise," Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
New York, N. Y.; 1954.

POWER
RESPONSE

I/8T FREQUENCY
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Fig. 2-Alternate equivalent circuit of thin
film transistor.

When ad, does not depend upon the
emitter current Ie, aso=ad and (7) and (8)
can be simplified accordingly.

Figs. 1 and 2 incorporate also the thermal
noise of the resistance rbwb of the base layer.
The theory of the noise in thin film tran-
sistors is thus brought to the point where
the standard procedures for calculating the
noise resistance and the noise figure can be
applied.5

A. VAN DER ZIEL
Dept. of Elec. Engrg.

University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minn.

_

0 R L

E T- t " t

Fig. 1-Switching filter.
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-T 0cT tuo
(a)

L ___

bR

-T cT stzo

damped. For R=Ro, /2=V2 critical damp-
ing is obtained when ,U2 = V2=O. These condi-
tions yield

a = o/\/2
Q = aL/Ro = l/COCR() = V2 ± 1, (4)

so that there are two L/C ratios that pro-
vide critical damping. A design for the filter
proceeds as follows. Let R=Ro, and choose
a load-current time coonstaint I/a. TIhen,

L = (1 + V/1/2)(Ro/a)
C= (1 + -/1/2)(1aRo),

which result from eliminatinig cw in (4).
Fig. 3 is an alternate for the circuit of

Fig. 1. These filters should be useful for re-
ducing radio-frequency interference, for pre-
serving relay and chopper contacts, and
perhaps for reducing the dissipation in tran-
sistor and controlled-rectifier switches.

G. FRANKLIN MONTGOMERY
Natl. BtLir. Standards

\Nashington, D. C.

Fig. 2-Equivalent circuits.

5 A. van der Ziel, "Fluctuation Phenomena in
Semiconductors,' T. Butterworth, Ltd., London,
Eng.; 1959.

E. R. Chenette and A. van der Ziel, "Accurate
noise measurements on transistors," IRE TRANS. ON
ELECTRON DEVICES, Vol. ED-9, pp. 123-128; Marclh,
1962. See especially the Appendix.

E

Fig. 3-Alternative filter circuit.

A Variable-Parameter Direct-
Current Switching Filter*

Using contacts to switch a direct cur-

rent involves two difficulties. The first is the
contact arc, which generates radio-fre-
quency interference and oxidizes or erodes
the contact material. The second is the
rapid rise and decay of the switched cur-

rent, which may generate undesirable circuit
transients as well as interference. Switching
filters for arc suppression or transient con-

trol often contain reactive elements. With
a linear filter, the switch must dissipate
previously stored energy during either the
contact make or the contact break, and it
seems impossible to relieve the switch of this
burdeni. TI he filter discussed here, developed
for ensvelope shaping in a radiotelegraph
transmitter,1 eliminates the contact dissi-
pation by using a rectifier to vary the net-
work structure.

Consider Fig. 1, where the circuit to be
switched is represented by the battery E
and load resistance Ro to the left of the
terminals. The network has two circuit
equivalents. The first [Fig. 2(a) ] is ap-
propriate following the instant when the
switch is closed. The second [Fig. 2(b)] is
appropriate following the instant when the

* Received January 19, 1962.
G. F. Montgomery, "Thoughts on keying filters,"

QST, vol. 45, pp. 64-65; November, 1961.

switch is opened. Because of the rectifier,
neither equivalent is an unconditionally
valid representation of Fig. 1 (for all time,
t>O) unless the rectifier current is either
positive for all t>0 or zero for all t>0.

In Fig. 2(a), the contact current at
closure is initially zero and immediately
afterward rises slowly, being constrained by
the inductance L. During this transient in-
terval, the acctsmulated charge on ca-
pacitor C is drained through R and L in
series. In Fig. 2(b), the contact voltage at
break is initially zero and inmmediately after-
ward rises slowly, being constrained by the
capacitance C. Xith the following defini-
tions:

Rs = R + Ro
Rp = RRo/(R + R)
2a= (1/RsC) + (R,/L)
=c 1/LC, (I)

the load current following contact closure
at t=0 is

i = (E/Ro) (1- e-at cos1t),
H2= (Ro/Rs)W2 a2. (2)

Following contact break at t=0, the load
current is

i = (E/Ro)e-at COS vt, p2 = (R/R8) 2- a2. (3)

The equivalent circuits are valid repre-
sentations for all t>O if the currents (2) and
(3) are either critically damped or over-

On the Approximation Problem
for Band-Pass Delay Lines*

The design of band-pass networks having
constant delay in the pass band has been
considered a difficult problem because the
approximation must be done in the fre-
quency domain directly, rather than by
transformation of results already worked
out for the low-pass case. This is so because
the usual low-pass-to-band-pass transforma-
tion does not preserve constant delay.

Consider, however, a pole cluster having
constant delay in the low-pass interval, and
apply the "half transformation":

P = s +j. (1)
This has the effect of translating the entire
cluster in a positive direction along the jw-
axis. The cluster now bears the same rela-
tionship to Unlit frequency that it formerly
bore to zero frequency, and therefore has
constanit delay in the band-interval case.
While we must still add the complex-coniju-
gate pole cluster for realizability, it canl be
said that the approximation problem is
solved so long as this addition does not
seriouLsly impair the desired constalncy of
delay.

Neglect of the contribution from the
negative cluster has beeni called the "narrow-
band approximationi," but an examination
discloses that this contribution is negligible
for astonishinigly large bandwidths. The
design procedure is therefore notably easy:

I) Scale the low-pass pole cluster so that
its interval of constant delay is one
half the interval which is desired in
the band-pass network.

2) Add ±j to all poles.
3) The result can now be realized as a

resistively terminated ladder of series

* Received March 8, 1962.
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coils and shunt capacitors. By adding
appropriate zeros, it is also realizable
as an all-pass network, or in one of the
usual band-pass configurations.

Design Example: We are given' a low-
pass 3-pole cluster having a mean delay of
4.576 seconds from cv=0 to w= 1. The delay
ripples are ± 0. I sec, and are equal:

PI = - 0.7263
P2 = - 0.6148 ± 0.9493j.

For a desired bandwidth of 0.5, we multiply
these numbers by 0.25, and add ±j. The
transformed poles are

-0.1816 ±j

-0.1537 ± 1.2373j
-0.1537 ± 0.7627j

having a nearly constant delay of 18.3 sec
from &w=0.75 to w=1.25 with nearly equal
ripples of ± 0.4 sec.

Since the negative pole cluster contrib-
utes a delay of 0.328 sec at w=0.75, and
0.196 sec at w=1.25, the error is 0.132 sec,
i.e., this is the error in the so-called "narrow-
band approximation." Since the error due to
the design value of ripple is over six times as
great as this, it can reasonably be claimed
that the approximation is tolerably accurate.

This transformation has received previ-
ous mention,' but its merits were not de-
scribed and may have been overlooked. It
was used as a first approximation to be fol-
lowed by a root-improvement procedure.
The result was, of course, marvelously ac-

curate; but a very large family of applica-
tions exist for which the inherent acctiracy

of the transformation is more than adequate.
As a final comment, it is worthy of men-

tion (and of further study) that this trans-
formation also produces amplitude pass
bands having arithmetic symmetry within a

very close tolerance.
PHILIP R. GEFFE

Axel Electronics, Inc.
Jamaica, N. Y.

I E. Ulbrich and H. Piloty, 'Uber den Entwurf
von Ailpassen, Tiefpissen and Bandpissen mit einer
im Tschebyscheffschen Sinne approximierte konstan-
ten Gruppenlaufzeit," A.E.U., vol. 14, pp. 451-467;
October, 1960.

A New Frequency Demultiplier
with a Tunnel Diode*

A tunnel diode is well known as a nega-

tive resistance device. It can, however, be
operated as a rectifier device, since its
voltage-current characteristic is asym-

metric. With this characteristic, a new fre-
quency demultiplier has been developed.
The circuit is very simple and contains no

dc power source. Only one tunnel diode used
in this circtiit operates not only as a nega-

Received February 5, 1962, revised manuscript
received, February 27, 1962.

Fig. I-The frequency demultiplier circuit.
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Fig. 2-The monostable circuit.
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Fig. 3 shows the relation between the
number N and the input signal amplitude aO
for various frequencies. It is easily seen that
when the input signal is large, N may be
small in number and when small, large in
number.

The voltage waveform across the tunnel
diode is the pulse form as shown in Fig. 4.
We can also obtain the sine wave by con-
necting LC tank circuit (LC=N2LoCo) to
the tunnel diode.

In animal auditory mechanisms, sound
entering the ear makes the tympanum vi-
brate and this vibration is transmitted to
the cochlea, in which the auditory signal is
changed to the pulse train. This pulse fre-
quency is dependent on the auditory signal
intensity and frequency. The description of
the complete behavior of the auditory mech-
anism is beyond the scope of this correspond-
ence. However, the pulse train observed in
the above circuit is experimentally found to
be much analogous to that of the output
signal from the cochlea. This circuit may be
considered, therefore, as an electronic model
of the pulse-frequency-modulator of an

auditory receptor in the cochlea.
The author wishes to express his thanks

to Assistant Professor Jin-ichi Nagumo for
suggesting this investigation as well as for
constant guidance in the course of the work.

MASAMICHI SHIMURA
Dept. of Applied Physics
Faculty of Engineering

University of Tokyo
Tokyo, Japan

Fig. 3-The relations between the number N and the
input signal amplitude.

Fig. 4-The voltage waveform across the
tunnel diode where N =3.

tive resistance but also as a rectifier device.
The tunnel diode is connected in series

with inductance Lo and capacitance Co as

shown in Fig. 1. When external forcing os-

cillation with frequency co0li/v`C is ap-

plied to this circuit, the resonant current is
rectified by the tunnel diode with its recti-
fying characteristic mentioned above and
charges the capacitance Co. With this charge,
the tunnel diode is biased forward and its
operating point moves toward the peak on
its characteristic curve. At the Nth cycle of
the external forcing oscillation (input sig-
nal), the operating point passes over the
peak and jumps to the higher voltage level.
That is, this circuit is effectively similar to
the monostable circuit as shown in Fig. 2
and in this case the capacitance Co may be
considered as the dc power source supplying
forward-bias voltage to the tunnel diode.
Thus, the operating point passes down
along the characteristic curve and jumps
back from the valley to the lower voltage
level (starting point).

In the sanie manner, the capacitance is
recharged and the operating point moves

toward the peak again.

Measurement of the Impurity
Distribution in Diffused Layers
in Germanium*

Two techniques have been developed to
measure precisely the imptirity distribution
of diffused layers in thin, planar N-type
germanium samples. A geometry is chosen
so that the spatial relationships of the elec-
tric fields and voltages in the depletion
layers can be mathematically related to the
impurity density profile by means of Pois-
son's equation for one-dimensional geome-
try. The usual electrochemical transistor
structure fulfills this reqtiirement. Both the
techniques described herein involve the
measurement of punch-through voltages as

a function of the position of the emitter in

the diffused layer with respect to a fixed
collector electrode located outside the dif-
fused layer. The first (punch-through con-
vergence) technique requires the measure-
ment of both normal and inverse punch-
through voltages as a function of the emitter
position in the diffused layer. Such data is
plotted in Fig. 1. The point at which the
two curves converge is the location of the
edge of the diffused layers. Fig. 1 also illus-
trates the precision of the method by show-

* Received February 6. 1962.
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Fig. 1.

ing the data collected by two persons, on

two completely separate sets of equipment,
on four samples from the same diffused lot.

While it is not necessary to place the
collector electrode at any particular location,
the value of the data is increased if the col-
lector is placed where it would be in the
transistor. The upper punch-through volt-
age curve then relates the position of the
edge of the collector-depletion layer to the
applied collector voltage. By this means one

can determine quantitatively the variation
in base width and collector-depletion-layer
width with the applied collector voltage.

Fig. 2 shows clearly the advantage this
technique has over the diode-breakdown
voltage technique. Diode-breakdown volt-
age measurements have been the most useful
method for evaluation and control of dif-
fused layers. For a number of reasons diode-
breakdown voltage measurements are not
very useful near the edge of the diffused
layer. The punch-through voltage curves in
Fig. 2 show the difference in depth of two
diffused layers to be about 0.25 mil, while
the breakdown voltage data would seem to
show a difference of about 0.06 mil. Further-
more, the diode-breakdown voltage meas-

urements would indicate that the bottom
sample has a deeper diffused layer while the
punch-through convergence technique shows

that the top sample actually has the deeper
diffused layer. The time required to collect
data for curves such as shown in Fig. I is
about 45 minutes.

The second technique to be discussed
involves the calculation of the impurity dis-
tribution from measurements of the punch-
through voltage from the fixed collector to
the nonfixed emitter electrode as a functioni
of the positioIn of the latter electrode. Pois-
son's equation relates the impurity density
to the gradient of the field:

8 dE
NV = -

q dx

The value of dE/dx can be determined from
successive measurements of punch-through
voltage V and base width Wr, by the ap-

proximation:

dE AV
dx WAW

Fig. 3 shows the result of such work on an

N-type germanium blank into which a layer
of arsenic has been diffused.

In the second technique described the de-
pletion layer at the junction at which punch-
through is detected has been neglected.

Fig. 3.

Yahe etchiiig, plating, anid miieasuiring

equipments, and the techniques developed
for electrochemical transistor technology
made the approach described in this letter
practical. The restults of these approaches,
in turn, have inmproved the conitrol of the
semiconductor material involved in electro-
chemical technology.

The authors wish to acknowledge the
fact that Dr. G. L. Lang, presently at Car-
negie Institute of Techniology, made a major
contribution in the early development of the
theory of this method in 1958, and that
L. Pomante, formerly of their laboratory,
made some of the measurements.

E. S. SCHLEGEL
D. P. SANDERS
Lansdale Div.
Philco Corp.

Lansdale, Pa.
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Phase Shift in Ferrites
at High Power*

Although the high power absorption
effects observed in ferrites are twofold in
nature (thermal and nonlinear), the phase
shift is expected to exhibit only thermal ef-
fects. That the phase shift characteristics
are temperature sensitive is known from the
strong dependence of magnetization on tem-
perature and the measurements of Martin,'
and Geiszler and Henschke.2 The absence of
nonlinear behavior can be demonstrated
once the thermal characteristic effects are

eliminated.
This communication describes a tech-

nique devised at this laboratory (as part of
an experimental investigation of ferrite ma-

terials) for eliminating or minimizing heat-
ing effects in the measurement of the phase
shift.

Meastirements were carried out in regu-
lar and reduced S-band waveguides for longi-
tudinally and transversally magnetized fer-
rite slabs. The results indicate that the phase
change is practically independent of power
level (up to the power measured).

A block diagram of the equipment used
is given in Fig. l. The high power source
was a 4J39 magnetron with an operating
frequency of 3525 Mc and an outptit peak
power of 750 kw at a 0.5-psec pulse width
and a repetition rate of 1000 pps. The power
was fed into a power splitter leading to two
arms, one containing the ferrite test sample,
the other a variable calibrated Riblet-type
phase shifter and power divider. The phase
shift of the standard phase shifter, consisting
of a short-slot hybrid and variable short, is a
linear function of the position of the short,
which was measured with an Ames gage. The
power divider was constructed of three
short-slot hybrids and an adjustable short.

Fig. 1-Block diagram of equipment used for high.
power shift measurements of ferrite materials.

The introduction of the power divider in

onie of the arms provided a mieans of equal-

izing the amplitudes of the power in the two

arms of the comparison circuit. In the proc-

ess of varying the power by the power di-

vider, an additional phase shift is also intro-

duced. Thus, the measured ferrite phase
shift is the sum of the phase shifts of the

Riblet phase shifter and power divider. The

signals from both arms were then recom-

binied in a magic-T and detected by a crys-

* Received February 6, 1962; revised manuscript

received. February 13, 1962.

R. L. Martin, "High power effects in ferrite slabs

at X-band." J. Appl. Phy.s.. vol. 30. pp. 159 160;
April, 1959.

T. D. Geiszler and R. A. Henschke, "Broad band

reciprocal Phase shifters," J. Appl. Phys.. vol. 31, pp.

174 175; May, 1960.

tal. The detected signal was applied to an

oscilloscope. When the detected signal is a

minimum the two arms of the bridge are in
phase balance.

The procedure for the phase shift meas-

urement was to adjust the Riblet phase
shifter and power divider for a minimum de-
flection on the oscilloscope, when the
sample was present, without and with an ap-
plied magnetic field. The phase difference
was then determined from a change in set-
ting of the phase shifter and power divider.
Due to the high sensitivity of the setup, the
phase measurements were accurate to within
two degrees.

Precautions against heating effects were
taken through the introduction of a high-
speed waveguide switch past the magnetron
and by means of a stepwise determination of
the minimum (see below). A control circuit
was designed to adjust the switching time
interval (the time in which the shutter opens
completely and returns to its original posi-
tion). During the switching cycle the mag-
netron power applied to the ferrite is swept
in amplitude from 0- to 375-kw peak power

and then back to 0 power. By changing the
voltage and/or the resistance in the control
circuit, the time interval is adjustable from
20 to 100 msec. Once a minimum was found,
the power was turned off to allow the ferrite
to cool. The power was then reapplied and
the short adjusted slightly for a minimum.
This process was repeated till no further ad-
justment was necessary.

It will be shown that, since onlv one

switching cycle was necessary for the final
determination of the phase shift, the rise in
temperature was negligible. The energy inci-
dent on the ferrite during one cycle is

W = (2/r)NP5u,

W=energy in joules
N=number of pulses=20
Pp=peak power=375X103 w

u=pulse width =0.5X10' sec

The factor 2/,r arises from the fact that
the sweep in power from 0 to maximum and
back to zero has a cosine dependence. As-
suming that, under the worst condition, all
the energy is absorbed, the rise in tempera-
ture is
T= W/(cm)
T=temperature in °C
c=approximate specific heat of ferrites

= 708 joules/kg/°C
m =mass in kg.

Thus, Ferrite Motorola Y-188 with rm=320
gm and Trans-Tech 469 with m = 80 gm

had, at most, an increase of 0.042°C and
0.011°C, respectively.

Low-power measurements were also per-

formed for comparison. The phase changes
of one representative sample (out of twelve)
as a function of magnetic field is given in
Fig. 2. The curves clearly show that hardly
any phase distortion is introduced with the
increase of peak power.

Martin' and Brown3 obtained similar re-

sults. Martin noticed in ferrite slabs at X
band that at a repetition rate of 1 pps (no
heating effect), throughout the range of high

a J. Brown, 'On phase distortion of ferro-magnetic
limiter," PROC. IRE. vol. 49, pp. 362; January, 1961.

Fig. 2-Phase shift of Ferrite Motorola Y-188 at high
and low power vs longitudinal magnetic field.

power used (up to 120 kw), the phase
changed at most a few degrees over that ob-
served at low power. In an X-band limiter,
Brown found that the phase shift was con-

stant over a 30-db range of input power.

K. KALIKSTEIN
N. COOPER

J. TROY
Radar and Microwave Section

Material Laboratory,
New York Naval Shipyard

Brooklyn, N. Y.

A New Class of Distributed RC
Ladder Networks* .

A class of solutions to the linear second
order differential equation

v"- (r'/r)v' - srcv = 0, (1)
in which s is a constant, r and c are func-
tions of the independent variable x, and the
prime denotes differentiation with respect
to x, has been discussed by Kazansky' and
Jacobs.2 Sugai3 also derives this class from
a method of Hildebrand.4 It is defined by
making constant the logarithmic derivative
of r/c expressed as a function of

= fJ rC dx.

That is, let

G(z) = d(ln xVr/c)/dz = 2m (2)
where m is a real constant.

Described here is a broader class of net-
works which encompasses that discussed
above and which provides network behavior
that cannot be achieved with the G(z) = 2m
class.

* Received February 2, 1962. This material con-
stitutes a portion of the work in progress on a Doctoral
Dissertation at the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn.

B. G. Kazansky, "OLitline of a theory of non-
uniform transmission lines," Proc. IEE, pt. C. vol.
105, pp. 126-138; March, 1958.

2 L. Jacobs, "A generalization of the exponential
transmission line, PROC. IRE, vol. 47, pp. 97-98:
January, 1959.

3 1. Sugai, "A generalized Hildebrand's method for
nonuniform transmission lines," PROC. IRE (Corre-
spondence), vol. 49, p. 1944; December, 1961.

4 F. B. Hildebrand, "Advanced Calculus for Engi-
neers," Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, N. Y., p. 50;
1948.
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The basis for this class is the LiouLville
Transformation5 in which the independent
and dependent variables are simultaneously
transformed according to

z = f cvidx (3)

anid

u = (clr)114v. (4)

The transformed differential equation is now
in the Liouville Normal Form,

ii- [s -F(z)]u = O, (5)

where

F(z)
= (l/rc) (1/4) [(c/r)'(clr)](1/2)[(rc)'/(rc)I
- (1/4)[(c/r)"/(c/r)I
+ (3/16)[(c/r) /(c/r)]2}. (6)

This relation can be written in many forms
but it is particularly useful to express it in
terms of the fuLnction G(x). Note G(x) is
simply related to G(z) by virtue of (3) and
its derivative,

dz/dx= x/rc.

Of course F(z) can also be expressed as a
function of x, thus,

F(x) = (1/4) t 2 [(r/c)/(r/c)'](G2)' - (G2) . (7)

If, now, the function F(x) is equated to a
constant then the Liouville Normal Form of
the differential equation becomes readily
solvable since it would have constant co-
efficients. This operation specifies a relation
between r and c which defines this new class
of networks. That is,

F(x) =-M

or

2[(r1c)/(1c) '](G2)1 - (G2) -4m2. (8)
This last equation is a first order linear dif-
ferential equation in (G2) with variable co-
efficients. Its solution may be obtained by
the method of variation of parameters as

GI = 4m2 + K471-c

Case a) is the simplest and corresponds to
the "Proportional" Network6 in which r/c
is independent of x. The second case b), as
was mentioned above, is the "Generalized
Exponential Class." Cases c) and d) are the
two new solutions introduced by the G.H.C.
and the performance of nietworks of these
types differs from that of a) and b). This
performance in terms of network parameters
and graphical determination of their zeros
has been studied in detail. The relation be-
tween r and c for the two new G.H.C. cases
has also been worked out and specific prac-
tical examples formulated. It is hoped that
these details will be published at some later
date.

Other possibilities besides letting F(z)
--m2 exist which, by taking advantage of
differential equations whose solutions are
known, lead to still other classes of net-
works. For example the Liouville Normal
Form (5) canl be made into a Bessel equia-
tion by the choice

F(s) = -m2 - [a2 - (1/4) ] /Z2 (10)

where a = constant.
This leads to the following as a criterion

for this "Generalized Bessel Class" of net-
works:

GI = 4M2+ KV\Ir/c- (4a2- 1)V\r/c
i. (\Ir/l)/(r/)dc
[f \vrc dx] (11)

It is seen fromn this criterion that the G.H.C.
criterion (9) is a special case of (11) wherein
a = 2

M. J. HELLSTROM
Television-Radio Div.

Westinghouse Elec. Corp.
Metuchen, N. J.

M. J. Hellstrom, "Symmetrical RC distributed
networks," PROC. IRE, vol. 50, pp. 97-98; January,
1962.

(9)

where K is a constant of integration. This
equation is the criterion for this new class of
solutions.

It is seen from (9) that when K is chosen
as zero (9) yields the criterion (2) for the
earlier class which has been referred to as a

"Generalized Exponential Class."2
The class introduced here and defined

by (9) might be called a "Generalized Hy-
perbolic Class" (G.H.C.) since the solutions
of (5) with F(z)=-M2 are hyperbolic in
nature.

The G.H C. criterion (9) has four cases

according to

a) m2=0, K=0
b) m2s5#0, K=0
c) m2=0, K.0
d) m2 #0, K s0.

s E. Kamke, 'Differentialgleichungen, Losungs-
methoden und Losungen," Edwards Bros., Inc., Ann
Arbor, Mich., p. 261; 1945.

The Magnetic Monopole and the
Principle of Parity*

In a recent letter, Leen asked for a logical
argument for the nonexistence of an isolated
magnetic pole.' How about the following
reasoning using the well-known principle of
parity: Let us assume a current i. Around
this current we have a circular magnetic
field H. We test this magnetic field by our
(hypothetical) isolated magnetic pole +p
fixing this pole by, say, a string on the con-

ductor carrying the current i (see Fig. 1).
The magnetic pole rotates around i under
the action of the force F induced by the
magnetic field H-let us assume counterclock-

* Received February 6, 1962.
l M. W. Leen, 'Physical basis for electromagnetic

theory," PROC. IRE (Correspondence), vol. 50, p. 90;
January, 1962.
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wise. Now we quote the principle of parity
stating that a possible experiment seen in a
mirror is a possible experiment too. Lookinig
in a mirror, however, we see our pole rotat-
ing clockwise around i.

This contradiction solves only if we
assume that an isolated magnetic pole +p
must not exist, but that a magnetic dipole
(+p, -p) does. Fig. 2 shows that for a
dipole, the forces F+ on +p and F on -p
cancel; the dipole does not move.

But let us fix the dipole ( +p, -p) so that
the pole -p falls withini the path of the
current i (see Fig. 3). We again observe the
counterclockwise rotation of +p around i.
To avoid the former contradiction against
the principle of parity we must niow consider
the dipole (like Ampbre) as produced by a
circular current i'. If we look in the mirror
now, this current reverses its direction, the
magnetic dipole reverses too, and we see a
likewise possible experiment.

Consequently the principle of parity
implies the nonexistence of the magnetic
monopole and the "axial" character of the
magnetic dipole.

PETER SCHNUPP
Max Planck-Institut fiir Physik

und Astrophysik
iNMlunich, Germany

1990 September
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A uthor's Comment2
he comments of Schnupp are certainly

pertinent to an examination of the minimum
number of postulates required for the deriva-
tion of Maxwell's equations. However, the
author does not agree that the principle of
parity is useful for that purpose.

Consider a current flowing through a line
element dl, in a positive direction along the
Z axis of a right-handed system of coordi-
nates. Then the magnetic field at a point
P2, a distance r from the Z axis, has the direc-
tion and magnitude given by

B= (,isi) dlX r
47r r3

The direction of B is determined by the
conventional direction of a vector product
in a right-handed coordinate system as

shown in the solid lines in Fig. 4. In addition,
if we place the magnetic dipole N-S at P9
with its axis inclined to the direction of B,
it will be subject to a clockwise torque (look-
ing from P2 to P1) tending to align it with B.

Fig. 4.

Now if we apply the principle of parity
as quoted by Schnupp, and construct the
mirror image as shown in dotted lines, it is
seen that the current element idi' and the
distance r' form, with B/' (the mirror image
of B) a left handed system, whereas the
trtie field due to idi' is

BL' -/Ao dl' X r'
47r r3

Now if we postulate a (south) magnietic
monopole at P2, the force it experiences is in
the direction of B while its image at P2'
would experience a force in the direction of
BL'. This is essentially in agreement with
Schnupp's argunient up to this point. How-
ever, the apparent conitradiction between
the results of the real experiment at P2' and
the image at P2' of the real experiment at
P2 can be resolved without concluding that
monopoles do not exist.

Note that the direction of rotation of a

small current loop, i,, is reversed by imaging
in the mirror and hence the dipole N-S is
reversed by imaging to take the position
N'-S'. Thus we can resolve the dilemma
by assuming that reflection in a mirror
reverses the polarity of a monopole (if one

were to exist) as well as a dipole.
To summarize, the derivation of Max-

well's equations in the previously quoted

2 Received February 20, 1962.

articles',4 requires in addition to the as-

sumption of the linearity of electromagnetic
phenomena, the assumption of the nonexist-
ence of magnetic monopoles. The principle
of parity cannot be used as a substitute.

M. WA. LEEN
6 Maple Row
Bethel, Conn.

3 P. Clavier, 'Electromagnetic theory from a
mathematical viewpoint," PROC. IRE (Correspond-
ence), vol. 48, pp. 1494-1495; August, 1960.

4 I. Sugai, "Vectors for waves and electrons,'
PROC. IRE (Correspondenzce), vol. 49, pp. 628-629;
March, 1961.

The Effect of Mutual Inductance
Upon Tunnel Diode Locked Pair
Switching*

In previous discussions of the design and
operation of the tunnel diode locked pair
logic circuit, it has been assumed that
mutual inductance between the loops of the
two diodes could be neglected.'-4 This note
presents some results of a computer analysis
which indicate that significant improvement
in high-speed switching may be obtained by
adding mutual coupling.

Trhe circuit to be considered is shown in
Fig. 1. For digital computer analysis the
tunnel diodes have beeii represented by an

analytic volt-ampere relation which closely
approximates a germanium unit with 10 ma
of peak current. A piecewise linear diode
approximation was used on an analog com-

puter. The coupled inductances of the two
loops are represented by their "tee" equiva-
lent.

If the load resistance R is large enough
so the rise time into the load

T = MIR

R5

Rs

Fig. 1-Tulninel diocde locked r)air includinig
multual iinduictatice.

Fig. 2-Switching transient for variotus valuies of
induietance L and muttual ind(utctance iM ith a
sinuisoidal sLpplyVwaveform. (Analog computer
soluLtion.)

(1 - K)

Fig. 3-Maximum inductance for OUtpLut vS 1/1 -k.
Circuit parameters are as in Fig. 2. Supply wave-
forms are 0.2 volt steps. (Digital computer solu-
tion.)

supply waveforms are step functions which
correspond to operation at the maximum
frequency. The relation is linear and the
slope implies RAv=35 ohms which is not un-

reasonable for the "average" negative re-

sistance of a 10 ma diode. Examination of
the switching waveforms for several com-

binations of circuit parameters indicates
that switching time is essentially unim-
paired if

L - M < iRsRNC. (3)

Circuits have been constructed with inter-
locked supply resistors as shown in Fig. 4.
Both diode loops surround approximately
the same area so the majority of the mag-
netic flux couples both loops. The induct-
ance and coupling coefficient of this fixture
have been measured as about 1.5 nanohenry

V;

Izx

513
0

P

z

(1)

may be neglected, the switching transient
depends only upon the difference between
total and mutual inductance or L-M. This
effect is shown in Fig. 2. If L-M is made too
large and highest speed operation is desired,
the circuit does not switch but oscillates
with both diodes in phase so no power is
coupled to the output. The condition for
this oscillation is

RsRNC
L > 1-k (2)

where k = M/L is the coefficient of coupling.
In Fig. 3 the maximum inductance for which
switching occurs is plotted vs 1/1 -k. The

* Received June 18, 1962.
' E. Goto, et al., "Esaki diode high speed logical

circuits,' IRE TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTRONIC COM-
PUTERS, vol. EC-9, pp. 25-29; March, 1960.

2 W. F. Chow, "Tunnel diode digital circuitry,"
IRE TRANSACTIONS ON ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS, VOl.
EC-9, pp. 295-301; September, 1960.

3 J. J. Gibson, et al., 'Tunnel diode balanced pair
switching characteristics," Digest of 1962 Internat'l.
Solid-State Circuits Conf., Philadelphia, Pa., February,
1962, Lewis Winner, New York, N. Y., pp. 54-55;
1962.

4 L. Esaki, "Characterization of tunnel diode per-
formance in terms of device figure of merit and circuit
time constant," IBM J. Res. & Dev., vol. 6, pp. 170-
178; Ap)ril, 1962.
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For a large tracking range (compared to
the loop bandwidth) b shouild be small coimi-
pared to r5. Then e(t) is approximnately

9 J4AUECXCONNECTOR

SPACING WYASHER
CONtACTTS

MASS CYUNDER (GItOUND) SPACIG PREVENT CONTUACT OHITER PIN
CONTACT HERE OF CONNECTOR

DISK A (POINT A)

\ tW CENTER LEADS
IWELDED TO COMMON

\s IJ tLEAD; END LEADS

INSULTR SEOENTTO HORM SPRING

vS22 (4
WIRES FROM RESISTORS ,PONTSOLDERED TO DISK A ARE S (PONT 5)
BROIJGHT THROUGH INSULATED
HOLES IN DISK e AND BENT R2TO SLIDE DOWN SLOtS CLI IN
SEASS CYLINDER (GROIND)

CONTACT CENTER PIN

Sll 12

m C O A X~~~~~~~~~CONNECTOR
7SPACING WASHER

T RS22 CONTACTS CYLINDE R

'S2,

Fig. 4-Exploded view of diode mount. (Not to scale.)

and 0.7, respectively. Using 10 ma diodes
with abouLt 3 ,u,uf of capacitance, a current
gain of 50 has been measured at 200 mc

where current gain is the ratio of maximum
output current into the load resistor divided
by one half of the input current necessary
to switch from one output polarity to the
other.

A. C. SCOTT
Dept. of Elec. Engrg.

University of Wisconsin
Madisoin, Wis.
W. J. DUNNET
R. WV. TAYLOR

Electronics Systems
Sylvania Products, Inc.

Needham, Mass.

Designing a Phase-Locked Loop as

a Doppler Tracker*
The transfer function and low-pass filter

of a phase-locked loop may be precisely
determined to give adequate transient re-

sponse with minimum noise bandwidth when
the loop is used as a tracking filter. This
note gives a straightforward design pro-
cedure.

The well-known linear equivalent of a
phase-locked loop is shown in Fig. 1, and the
root locus is shown in Fig. 2.1 The open-loop
transfer function is composed of the two
poles and the zero on the real axis, and we

desire to place the closed-loop poles so that
the absolute magnitude of the phase error

e(t) is less than approximately 0.6 rad when
tracking a given Doppler signal. (This will

result in a near optimum choice between
noise bandwidth and threshold.)

* Received February 7, 1962. This research was
supported by AF Space Systems Division Contract
No. AF 04(647)-829.

1 C. S. Weaver, "A new approach to the linear de-
sign and analysis of phase-locked loops,' IRE TRANS.
ON SPACE ELECTRONICS AND TELEMETRY, VOl. SET-S,
pp. 166-178; December, 1959.

e(t) _- 2 ) [bt + 1] < 0 6.
r12

(a)

(5)

If (P is 135°, there will be ana overshoot of
less than 10 per cenit. Theni

ri > /- -- (bt + 1)

(b)

Fig. 1-(a) A phase-locked loop. (b) Linear equivalent.

(a)

r,

a T

(b)

(6)

will guarantee that we are in the low-phase
error region.

The root locus conidition requires that

180' = 01 - 41 - 12.- (7)
Theni the design procedure is as follows:

ri is found from iniequality (6), and a is
adjusted to satisfy (7). The openi-loop gain
is

KOL =-

If possible the VCO frequency with nio

phase error should be set at the ceniter of
the Doppler cuirve (zero frequentcy shift).
Then t in inequality (6) would be no larger
than the time, to it takes the frequency

closed loop pole position ramp to go from the higher frequenicy linmit
of the Doppler cuLrve to the center of the
curve. If the VCO must be set at some other

K TG(s)- + point, the largest time of inequality (6) will

_1+; -+ he 2to.

T.C

Ta
(r,+ ridc

Fig. 2-(a) The root locus when KG(s) is as
shown in (b). (b) The loop filter.

From F}ig. 2(a) we see that the transfer
ftuniction from 01(t) to e(t) is

E(S) 1

01(S) I A 2S-j-a I

1 Jr KAK1K2sS + b S

S(S + b)
S(S+b) +KOL(S+a)

where KOL, the openi-loop gain, is

KOL= KAKIK2.

Over most of the range of a typical
Doppler curve the slope is very nearly a

straight line, or a ramp in frequency. Let
this slope be D cps. Because phase is the
integral of frequencv ,

27rD 1 27rD
S2 S S (

and

27rD S(S + b)
SI S(S + b) +KOL(S + a)
29n AS 4- h

(3)

S2 S(S+ b) +KoL(S+ a)

From a table of Laplace transforms we
see that e(t) eventually settles down into a

ramp plus a constant given by

et) =2rD [bt + 1- 2b] . (4)
r o2 L1

Since the nioise bandwidth is propor-

tional to r1, it is obvious that the niarrowest
bandwidths may be obtained by makinig b
equal zero (an active integrator). This ideal
integrator also eliminiated the VCO center-
frequency setting problem.

C. S. WEXAVa R

l'hilco Corp.
Western I)ev. Labs.

Palo Alto, Calif.

An Experimental Technique for
Parametric Devices4

In experimental work at radio frequen-
cies an alterationi to a circuit nmay be ac-

complished by unsoldering one component
and soldering in another. UnfortuLnately, in

the microwave region of the spectrum, an

equivalent change usually demands an elab-
orate machining operatioun. We present here
a descriptioin of a mnethod which we have
used to facilitate rapid alterCations to anl
experimental parametric amplifier, together
with a brief note on the performance of the
amplifier.

Ihe amplifier is completely coaxial, and
in its experimental form consists basically
of a center conductor and an array of brass
washers. These washers all have the same

outer diameter (2.25 in), but vary ini ininer
diameter and thickness. They are clamped
in a rack by a slight longitudinal pressure,

* Received February 12, 1962.
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Fig. 1-Experimental L-band parametric
amplifier, exploded view.

The pump frequency is 9800 Mc. The
pump energy is fed in (from the right in
Fig. 2) and is capacitively coupled to the
diode. A radial rejection filter in the signal
line isolates the pump and signal circuits.

The signal frequency is 1315 Mc and the
3-db bandwidth at 20-db gain is 30 Mc. The
over-all noise figure is 2.0 db, which in-
cludes a contribution of 0.3 db from the cir-
culator and 0.1 db from the second stage.
At a sacrifice of a further 0.25 db in noise
figure, the gain-bandwidth product may be
increased from 300 to 400 Mc.

A. C. HUDSON
E. J. STEVENS

Radio and Electrical Engineering Division
National Research Council

Ottawa, Can.

effectively illuminated volume Vo associ-
ated with to. Since No is in actuality quite
large, it is sometimes desirable to describe
the drop size distribution by a continuous
function p(a) which is assumed to be ho-
mogeneous over Vo. This function is defined
by letting p(a)da be equal to the number of
drops per unit volume with radius falling
between a and a +da.

The summation in (2) may be thought of
as a sum of No two-dimensional vectors in
phasor space. Further if No>>1 and Tc>>X,
where c is the speed of light, then the phase
angle of each term may be considered un-
correlated or random. The problem, there-
fore, is one of a random walk in two dimen-
sions in which the size of each step is subject
to a probability density giveen by

pEa- = f(LE,)]

3B1I5EI2/3f p(a)da

Fig. 2-The amplifier assembled.

and together comprise the outer conductor
of a coaxial line. Some of the washers have
a relatively large inner diameter, and, to
form a radial rejection filter, one of these
special washers is sandwiched between two
of normal inner diameter. The rejection fre-
quency, is, of course, determined by the
inner diameter of the special washer. The
washers and the clamping rack, together
with the other parts of the amplifier, are
shown spread out in Fig. 1.

The essential feature of the clamping
rack is a pair of heavy drill rods which sup-

port the assembly of washers. These rigidly
connected, parallel drill rods have a space
between them which is considerably less
than the diameter of the washers. 'I'hus, they
accurately position the washers, but they
do not prevent their removal and rapid re-
placement once the center conductor has
been shifted lengthwise. A stock of washers
of various dimensions is available to permit
modification of the amplifier's configuration.

The actual amplifier, which is seen as-

sembled in Fig. 2, is a one-port, nonde-
generate difference frequency reactance am-
plifier. The normal inner and outer diame-
ters have been chosen to niatch General
Radio standard connectors. The diode is
mounted at the end of a coaxial line; dc
comnection between the diode and one of the
washers is made by three radial wires spaced
120 degrees. These wires have appreciable
inductance at the pUlllp frequency. This
washer is insulated for dc with 0.003-in
teflon dielectric, thus perniitting the appli-
cation of dc bias. This insulated washer,
through which the bias voltage is applied, is
the fourth washer from the right in Fig. 1.

The diode is a Microwave Associates
Type MA450E. The impedance presented to
the diode by the source is controlled by a
matching device in the signal line, while the
idler resonant cavity is made up of a short
section of the coaxial line which is bounded
by two idler rejection filters.

On the Use of Pulse Compression
for the Enhancement of Radar
Echoes from Diffuse Targets*

A diffuse radar target is one which is
made up of a large number of discrete tar-
gets each of which is quite small. The spe-

cific example of this kind of target con-

sidered here is a weather cloud which is com-
posed of myriads of water droplets. These
droplets may range in diameter from on the
the order of a micron to on the order of a

centimeter. In this case the phasor Ai repre-

senting the (radar) voltage return from the
ith droplet of this ensemble is given by'

(1)

where

Bi is a factor which is a function of trans-
mitted power, frequency antenna gain,
range, propagation attenuation, and
the complex dielectric constant of the
drop;

ai is the radius of the ith drop;
w is the radar angular frequency;
ri is the range of the ith drop;
A is the free space wavelength of the
radar energy; and

4i is the phase shift incurred upon scat-
tering by the drop.

The time waveform of a radar echo from a

diffuse target will be composed of a summa-

tion of echoes from each drop, each of which
will be of magnitude B,ai3 and of duration
T where T is the duration of the trans-
mitted pulse. Therefore, at a time to the com-
posite phasor E of the return is given by
the summation2

No

E = E Bai3ei(a4-4io i/i Ad (2)

where No is the total number of drops in the

* Received February 16,1962.
' This equation assumes that the Rayleigh ap-

proximation to the back-scattering cross section of
the drop is valid, i.e., a<<X. In this case the back-scat-
tering cross section is proportional to a'.

2 Note that the subscript has been dropped from
the factor B since it may be assumed that B, will not
vary significantly over Vo.

where Ei is the magnitude of Es and f(Ei) is
the appropriate function [from (1)] relating
ai to Ei. The solution of the two-dimen-
sional random walk problem for large N in
which the step size varies according to a

probability distribution is given in the lit-
erature3 and is

2E- dE- (4W(E)dE =
N(Ei2) expL; 2)]JdE, (4)

where E is the magnitude of A, W(E)dE is
the probability that the magnitude of the
(phasor) summation of (2) will fall in the
range between E and E+dE, and (E,2) is
the expected value of the square of the step
size. From (1) and (3) (E,2) is found to be

(Ei2) = E,5p(Ej)dE,

JB2X
-- f ap(a)da.

f p(a)da
(5)

It is evident fromn (4) that the statistics
of the magnitude of the total voltage return
are in the form of a Rayleigh distribution
which depends only tipon the product
N(Ei2). In order to determine the effect of a
pulse compression process upon these
parameters and the resultant effect upon
the probability distribution consider an

idealized rectangular representation of pulse
compression. If the transmitted pulse is
modulated in such a way that a pulse cons-

pression may be effected, then upon com-

pression each individual pulse return in the
time waveform will become shorter by some
factor ,3 =r/T where r is the duration of the
compressed pulse. Conservation of energy
dictates that Ei,=Eib1/'12 which means

B. = BbI"2, (6)

where the subscripts a and b stand for after
and before compression. Eq. (6) reiterates
the fact that for the case of a discrete target
pulse conmpression (ideally) increases the
effective signal magnitude by 3-112, At the
same time there will also be an improvement
in range resolution by the factor ,. This

3 J. L. Lawson and G. E. Uhlenbeck. "Threshold
Signals," M.I.T. Rad. Lab. Ser., McGraw-Hill Book
Co., New York, N. V., vol. 24, pp. 52 53; 1950.
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range resolution improvement is due to a
reduction, by the factor ,B, in the effectively
illuminated volume. It follows from this fact
that

Na = fINb (7)

for regions greater than a distance Tc/2 (in
the direction of propagation) from the edges
of the target region. It should be observed
that Nb is in general sufficiently large so that
the inequality Na>>l will remain valid for
any reasonable value of j.

Using (5)-(7), it can be seen that

Na(E,2?a = Nb(Ei2 b, (8)

and as a consequence the statistics of Er
remain invariant upon pulse compression.

The physical interpretation of this con-
clusion is that although the compression
process increases the nmagnitude of the re-
turn from each individual target element,
the number of individual returns that come
in simultaneously at any given time is pro-
portionately reduced. And as has been
shown above, these two effects exactly can-
cel in the summation process leaving the
total time waveform (statistics) essentially
unchanged. Thus, when pulse compression
is considered it may be seen that there is a
certain amount of parallelism as well as a
notable difference between the cases of dif-
fuse and discrete targets. When system
performance has reached a peak power limi-
tation and average power is increased by
increasing the pulse duration, range resolu-
is lost proportionately in both cases. How-
ever, the (peak) SNR is proportionately
improved in the case of a diffuse target (due
to an increase in N) while the (peak) SNR
associated with the discrete target remains
unichanged.4 If this longer pulse is Inow
modulated and conmpressed, range resolution
is regained in both cases, but the (peak)
SNR in the diffuse case remains unchanged
while that associated with the discrete tar-
get is proportionately increased. Thus, it is
seen that the end result is the same in both
cases; the compression process itself only
regains lost resolution for the diffuse target
while it improves both resolution and (peak)
SNR for discrete target case.

DAVID FRYBERGER
Armour Res. Foundation

Illinois Inst. Tech.
Chicago, Ill.

4 The system noise bandwidth is assumed con-
stant here since both cases are subject to the same
constraints.

Industrial Patentry*
The occasion of issue of the 3,000,000th

Patent calls to mind some troublesome as-
pects of industrial patentry.

Basically, the patent evolution was con-
ceived to provide incentive to an individual,
the inventor, and to provide a period of time

* Received February 23, 1962.

during which he could reap the fruits of his
invention while protected against imitation.
These fruits are profit and prestige.

In our industrial process, the individual
must sign a patenit assignmenit agreement,
usually as a condition of employment. Such
agreements often cite company patent plans
which vary in the liberalness of their terms
according to the company. Since aii agree-
ment usually connotes a half-way meetinig
place where the parties give toward anl equi-
table exchanige, the invenitor is here cautioned
that if he looks for a great deal more than
the employment itself, he generally looks in
vain. There is no easy way, or obviotis plan,
to circumvent this loss of some of the original
point to patentry in our presenit industrial
system. But this does not meani that we
should not be lookling for better ways. Per-
haps we should at least review the premises
in the followinig numibered series of para-
graphs.

1 ) The patent system is initended to pro-
vide an incentive toward original
thought. The thought process is an
attribute of homo sapiens. While con-
fessing to little research on the sub-
ject, I feel that patentry, in its
essentials, relates the concept of the
individual, and the concept of incen-
tive, in an intimate union. A patent
can issue to more than one party but
it is my opinion that the total coni-
structive good of a patent is inversely
proportional to the number of people
involved.

2) The patent system is intended to pro-
vide protection against theft or dep-
redation. It provides the inventor
with an avenue of redress. It is not
automatic. The inventor imnist initiate
the action to restate his primacy and
thus the protection is primarily a de-
fensive advantage.

3) Industrial patentry adds a new di-
mension to the patent system and I
am not sure that this is clearly recog-
nized. In most of the present indus-
trial agreements known to the author,
the inventor exchaniges his patent
rights for employment. The agree-
menit favors the eniployer. This is
probably a justifiable starting place
because the individtial is uIsually
more articulate in his objectives than
the coii-ipaniy. The individual cani dis-
cerni easier what is best for him thani
the companiy cani disceril what is best
for it. It is the niature of all such agree-
nenits therefore to obligate the inidi-
vidual in certain specific mlatters
without obligating the comipaisy very
much, if at all.

In ani assignmenit to an industrial organii-
zation, it is initended, I am sure, that the
foregoinig elements 1) and 2) be preserved.
We shall of course assume good faith by all
parties. Without it there is little point to
this discussion. Even with good faith, how-
ever, it is apparent that the elements of in-
centive and protection are not entirely pre-
served.

Let us look at some delicate balances. If
an incentive plan is designed around the
yield from a patent (royalty or similar reck-
oning) the inventor may become diligent

on a single matter which has little real future
for the company, because it is the oine extra
benefit he could receive.

If the incenitive is designed around the
mani's progress in the companiy, he might be-
come interested in patentry which disclosed
little of a new niatuLre just in order to ac-
cumulate a niumber of patenits.

If the plani is conceived primarily to pro-
tect the comiipaniy, with little reduction-to-
practice, the individual may "dry tip." He
may in all good faith become devoid of ideas
sinmply because there seems to be little future
in theml. He might eveni go fturther anid start
to thiisk that somiiehow the original germ of
his thoughts arrived outside the framiiework
of his obligation to his comiipailv to diVLllge
them.

Regardless of the originial good faith, it
industrial implementation of the patent
process results in extreme purstiits anid seri-
ous imbalance in either directioni, the whole
process becomes a draiii oI ouir resources
rather than a boon to them.

The fundamental question remiiainis to be
answered. By what method cani we keep the
individual's innovationi motivxation high
and keep his entire energy dexvoted to his
company, while providinig his comiipainy with
a good reasoni to have a patenlt plani anid a
good reasoin to implemenit it? \\hile based oii
inceintive, the qtiestioin above should also
relate to protectioni, ill which both the indi-
vidual and the companiy have a stake. 'l he
individual has a technical prestige (a for-
gotteni part of which certainly in\volves anl
iixvestmenit in educationi and experienice) to
safegtiard anid enhance, and the company
has its primnary btisiness iixvestmiienit to pro-
tect.

'rhe followinig personlal observations may
be helpful. If a price tag cani be set oni each
patent prosecution, then I feel that mitich of
the "junik" will be abandonied early by the
inivenitor anid his coipaiiy. TIhe common
sense of the inivenitor, anid the comnllon sense
of the company's "gtiidinig light' in its
patenit effort should prevail.

I feel that the company guiding light'
in the patenit area shoLild inot have aniy linle
technical initerest which could alter his ob-
jectivity. He shoLild, howxever, be thoroughly
sympathetic to the patenit conicept. It shoLild
go without say ing, too, that nIo elemiielnt ill
the inidustrial patenit effort should be re-
warded oii the basis of size or volulmle. This
includes the head of the patent clepartmiient.

I feel that LupOII proper presentationi to a
Board of Directors, allnlually, and( after their
deliberatioin, the Mdix idluals wn ho have
achieved patents or lliigs of niote shoLild be
conspi(CUoUsly honored in accordance with ai
definicitve resuilt of the Board's deliberation.
Ihis honior should be both professional andcl
monetaryr. Adm-nittedly, this idea could niot
surv ive withouIt a contincious executive
"push. '

Perhaps, the basic niature of successful
patentry is compounided of a judicious initer-
play between those two autocrats, prestige
and profit. The corporate nature of industry
may have to be reborn so that it can be ex-
pressed in a unified, and therefore tinitary,
approach to profit. Somehow we mulSt get
back to a single autocratic beiiig dedicated
to profit. This being can then fhinl common
cause with that other actocrat, prestige.
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Prestige is miore naturally an individualistic
attribute. A dual relationship between these
two autocrats, wherein prestige and profit
can be interchanged, will restore the original
virtue of the patent concept. It appears that
when the relationship strays beyond this
duality, to a three-poled problem and on to
companies, committees, really to pluralities
of any kind, the whole thing breaks down.

I am seeking the observations of others
on this subject. Perhaps the viewpoint de-
serves further clarification or even outright
refutation. Certainly there are more answers

to choose from than the ones offered here.
FRANKLYN E. DAILEY, JR.

65 Oswego Street
Springfield, Mass.

On Network Realizability
Conditions*

Recently Hazony and Nain' stated a set
of realizability constraints on the Z matrix
of a passive n-port. As pointed out by
Slepian2 these conditions are not sufficient
for realization. Since the revised conditions
stated by Hazony and Nain3 are also not
sufficient, it seems that further clarification
is necessary. This is especially truje since
other somewhat different, but admittedly
incomplete, conditions also have been
given.4

Here we give the necessary and sufficient
conditions for an im'pedance matrix Z to
correspond to a finite, passive n-port. Be-
cause of space limitations we refer else-
where for the proof and don't even attempt
a definition of terms such as linear, finite,
passive and n-port.

Consider a linear, time-invariant, pas-
sive n-port N described by an n XnZ matrix.
Then by exciting with increasing exponen-
tials we can see that Z is necessarily positive
real,5 i.e.,

1) Z(p) is analytic in Re p >0
2) Z*(p)=Z(p*) in Re p>0
3) ZH(P) is positive semi-definite in

Re p>0-

Here p = a +jw, a superscript asterisk de-
notes complex conjugation, and ZH is the
Hermitian part of Z.

If N is finite then Z must be rational and
condition 2) implies real coefficients; we

then call Z real-rational. In the real-rational

* Received February 26,1962.
l D. Hazony and H. J. Nain, "A synthesis pro-

cedure for an n-port network," PROC. IRE, vol. 49,
pp. 1431-1432; September, 1961.

2 P. Slepian, "Comments on a synthesis procedure
for an n-port network,' PROC. IRE (Correspoadence),
vol. 50, p. 81; January, 1962.

3 D. Hazony and H. J. Nain, "Author's com-
ments," PROC. IRE (Correspondence), vol. 50, p. 81;
January, 1962.

4 D. Hazony, "Two extensions of the Darlington
synthesis procedure," IRE TRANS. ON CIRCUIT
THEORY, vol. CT-9, pp. 284-288; September, 1961,
See p. 287.

5 D. C. Youla, L. J. Castriota, and H. J. Carlin,
"Bounded real scattering matrices and the fotunda-
tions of linear passive network theory," IRE TRANS.
ON CIRCUIT THEORY, VOl. CT-6, pp. 102-124; March,
1959. See p. 122 (Def. 21).

case, that considered by Hazony and Nain,3
3) implies 1). In a form closer to that given

given by Hazony and Nain' the positive
real conditions in the real-rational case can

be stated as follows:
Theorem: The necessary and sufficient
conditions that an nXn matrix Z(p) be the
inipedance matrix of a finite, passive n-port
N are

1) Z is real-rational and
2) Z is analytic in Re p>0 and
3) Poles of Z on Re p=0 are simple (in-

cluding infinity) and
4) The residue matrix of Z for each pole

on Re p=0 (including infinity) is
Hermitian with every principal minor
non-negative and

5) All principal minors of ZH are non-

negative for each p on Re p=0 for
which they are defined.

Conditionis 4) and 5) are equivalent to the
respective statements that the residue ma-

trices (on Re p=0) and ZH(jW) are posi-
tive semi-definite. Each of these conditions
can be given a physical interpretation. Thus
1) states that N can be built with a finite
nuimber of real valued elements (including
gyrators and transformers). 2) and 3) state
that N is stable but perhaps not asymp-
totically stable. 4) indicates that poles o01
p=jw are due to lossless subnetworks.
Finally 5) shows that the average power in-
put in the sinusoidal steady state is non-

negative (recall that the steady state can't
be defined for open circuit natural frequen-
cies). Several synthesis methods prove the
sufficiency; such are those of Oono and
Yasuura,5 Belevitch7 and Newcomb.8 The
necessity proof relates the conditions of the
theorem to the positive-real definition.8 This
follows the standard pr test9 and is available
in ilotes for lectures given at Stanford.

To some extent we can compare this
with the statements in the previous notes.
WAVe can write

Z = RSy + Rs + jXsy + jXss

where the R's and X's are real matrices and
the subscripts SY and SS stand for sym-

metric and skew-symmetric, respectively.
In Hazony and Nain3 the condition det
(Re Z)=det (Rsy +Rss)>0 for p=jw is

stated. Note that this doesn't agree witfi
condition 5) of the above theorem which re-

quires det (Rsy+jXss)>0. Of cotirse the
requirement of det (Re Z(jw))>0 is a

wrong condition, as seen by the example

Z(p) [-2

which has det Z(p)=3>0 but can't be
realized by a passive N. In Hazony4 the
condition det RSY .O for p =jw is given.

6 y. Oono and K. Yasuura, "Synthesis of finite
passive 2n-terminal networks with prescribed scatter-
ing matrices," Memoirs of the Faculty of Engineering,
Kyushu University, vol. 14, pp. 125-177; May 1954.
See pp. 153-158 and 163-167.

7 V. Belevitch, "On the Brune process for n-ports."
IRE TRANS. ON CIRCUIT THEORY, VOl. CT-7, pp.

280-296; September; 1960.
s R. Newcomb, "Synthesis of Non-Reciprocal and

Reciprocal Finite Passive 2N-Poles," Ph.D. Thesis,
University of California, Berkeley; 1960.

9 D. F. Tuttle. Jr.. "Network Synthesis." vol. 1,
Jolin Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, N. Y., p. 182;
1958.

IThis is seen to be a niecessary condition, but
mtich more is required, since det ZH(jW)>0
must hold. The necessity of det Rsy>O,
p =jco, can be seen by connecting trans-
formers to N in the manner attributed to
Brune."5 However, this interpretation fails
when looking at ZH(jW) where the non-

physical complex transformer would have
to be tised.
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On the Origin of the Word "Radio"*
In regard to the Editorial in the Septem-

ber, 1961 isstie of the PROCEEDINGS, I think
that the reference mentioned to the earliest
use of the prefix "radio" in the magazine
Tit-Bits in May, 1898 has been taken froni
the Oxford English Dictionary, vol. 8, page

101. Ihere is, however, a somewhat earlier
use of that prefix-and in a somewhat more

technical journal than Tit-Bits. he coining
of the word "radioconductor," or rather its
Freinch equivalent "radiocoinducteu1r," Ino

douibt goes back to Edouard Branly. The
earliest use of the word "radioconducteuir"-
as far as I can see-appears in a footnote in
a paper by Branly.5 An English translation
of this paper can be found in Electrician.2
The translationi of the footnote runs thus:
My tubes of filings received the nanme
"coherers" from Lodge and this name has
been generally accepted. The expressioni
is based on an incomplete examination of
the phenomenon and on an inaccurate in-
terpretation. I proposed the name "radio-
conductors" which recalls the essenitial
property of discontinutouis conductors of
being excited by electric radiation.
M. Ducretet uses my various radioconi-
ductors in the apparatus he has con-
strtIcted to realise "Hertzian Telegraphy"
without wires.

It seems to be most likely that Branly
termed his device "radioconducteur" only

* Received February 9, 1962.
E. Branly, 'Sur la Conductibilite .tlectrique des

Substances Conductrices Discontinues, a propos de la
Telegraphie San Fils," Compt. rend. Acad. Sci., Paris,
vol. 125, pp. 939-942; December 6, 1897. See p. 941.

2 E. Branly, "On the electrical conductivity of dis-
continuous conducting substances," Electrician, vol.
40, p. 333; December31, 1897.
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after G. Marconi had used it in his first
experiments on wireless telegraphic trans-
mission in 1896. Branly, a physics professor
at the Institut Catholique in Paris, had dis-
covered the phenomenon in 1890.3 He pub-
lished a somewhat more detailed description
in 18914 and a shortened version in English
can be found in Electrician.5

Branly certainly did not try a transmis-
sion of intelligence over great distances. In
fact, he only found that the phenomenon
of a column of metal filings becoming con-
duictive due to a spark discharge can be ob-
served over a distance of about 20 meters
(about 70 ft). It should, however, be borne
in mind that Marconi used the Branly
"radioconducteur" in his transatlantic trans-
mission experiment.

There is a very interesting paper by Sir
Oliver Lodge6 in which he investigates the
coherer principle under a wider aspect,
though by no means belittling the achieve-
ments of Branly. There is an interesting
passage in Lodge (p. 91):

Mr. Marconi is to be congratulated on
the results of his enterprise, the news-
paper press of this and other countries
have taken the matter up, popular mag-
azine articles have been written about
it, and so now the British Public has
heard, apparently for the first time, that
there are such things as electric waves,
which can travel across space and
through apparent obstacles to a consid-
erable distance, and be detected in a
startling fashion. Thus the public has
been educated by a secret box more than
it could have been by many volumes of
Philosophical Transactions and Physical
Society Proceedings; our old friends the
Hertz waves and coherers have entered
upon their stage of notoriety, and have
become affairs of national and almost in-
ternational importance.

In regard to the term 'radiophone" there
is an interesting paper in Engineering.7
On the development of the term "radi-
ophony" Preece writes (page 29):

Many engineers have been investigating
the subject, and it is rather amusing to
notice the various titles adopted by
them. Graham Bell, in his paper on the
27th August, 1880, adopted the title
"Upon Production and Reproduction of
Sound by Light." As recently as 21st
April, 1881, in a paper read before the
American Society of Science, he dis-
cusses the same question under the title,
"Upon the Production of Sound by Ra-
diant Energy." M. Mercadier, the head
of the technical school of the telegraph
administration in Paris, an extremely
able experimenter, as well as a very
clever physicist, has written several

2 E. Branly, 'Variations de Conductibilit6 Sous
Divers Influences glectriques,' Compt. rend. Acad.
Sci., Paris, vol. 111, pp. 785-787. November 24, 1890.

4 E. Branly. 'Variations de Conductibilite Sous
Divers Influences Plectriques," Lumicre Elcdrique,
vol. 40, pp. 301-309 and 506-511; May 16, June 13,
1891.-IE. Branly. 'Variation of conductivity under
electrical influence," Electrician, vol. 27, pp. 221-223
and 448-449; June 26, August 21, 1891.

0o. Lodge, 'The history of the coherer principle,"
Electrician, vol. 40, pp. 87-91; November 12, 1897.

7 W. H. Preece, "Radiophony," Engineering, vol.
32, pp. 29-33; July 8, 1881.

Fig. I-Bell's articulating photophone. The transmitter. (From Nature, November 4,1880.)
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Fig. 2-Bell's articulating photophone. The selenium receiver. (From Nature, November 4, 1880.)

papers from week to week, published in
La Lumiere Electri.que (and which have
been read before the French Academy),
which invariably have been entitled
"Notes on Radiophony."

Preece continues:

By radiophony, the term adopted by
Mercadier, Bell and Tainter, and my-

self, I simply mean the production of
sounds by radiant energy.... By "radi-
diant energy" physicists now speak of the
motion of the ether, that highly elastic
medium, which fills all space. The heat
of the sun, the light of the stars, the
effects of which we call actinism, and all
the physical effects that pass between
astronomical bodies are transmitted by
this medium, ether, and its movements
or vibrations are called radiant energy.

Sometimes this term is called 'radia-

tion," and it is a very frequent thing to
see in papers at the present day the
word "radiation" so employed.

During my investigations on the word
"radio," I came across a short note in Na-
ture8 in which there is an astonishing picture
(p. 18) (shown here as Figs. 1 and 2). 'Ihe
similarity of Fig. 2 to the receiving end of
a modern microwave link is very surprising.
More can be found on Bell's photophone in
chapter 16 of the Bell biography by C. Mac-
kenzie.9

H. DRUBBA
Geibelstr. 25

Hannover, Germany

8 'Bell's photophone," Nature, vol. 23, pp. 15-19;
November 4, 1880.

9 C. D. Mackenzie, 'Alexander Graham Bell, the
Man Who Contracted Space," Grosset & Dunlap,
New York, N. Y.; 1939.
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On the Characteristic Function of a
Stationary Random Process with
Gaussian Envelope*

In two recent letters to the editorl2
Bunkin and Gudzenko have pointed out the
following properties of a stationary random
process x(i):

1) If such a process is written in the
form

x(t) = A(t) cos [wot -@()], (1)

the introduction of two random funic-
tions instead of one puts a restriction
on the distribtitioni (density3) of 0(t)
which must necessarily be uniform.
Furthermore the characteristic func-
tioni f(t) corresponiding to p(x), the
distribution of the original process
x(t), is related to 1W(A), the distribti-
tion1 of the envelope, by the simple
initegral transformationi

f = f Jo(A)W(A)dA. (2)

2) As a consequence of (1) among all the
possible stationary processes only the
ones with symmetrical distributionis,
i.e., p(x)=p(-x), can be written in
the form 1 and an immediate relationi
may be established from (2) between
the even moments of the distribu-
tions p(x) and W(A). Both properties
can be derived assuming only inde-
pendence of time of the distribution
W(A) and the conditional distribti-
tiln Wo(0 fA).

The purpose of this note is to use
(2) to find the characteristic function
of a stationary random process with
Gaussian envelope.

Stochastic processes with approxi-
mately Gaussian envelopes have been
reported lately in the literatuire,
namely in the case of noisy oscil-
lators4'5 and in the so-called "shallow"
fading.6 Strictly speaking these proc-
esses are not stationary; Golay7 has
even shown intuitively the funda-
mental impossibility of defining a
probability distribution for a noisy
oscillator in view of the "random
walk" type of behavior of the phase
perturbations.

Still an engineering approach such
as the one used by Brennan5 in the
problem of mild fading is particularly
useftil and can be extended even to
non-monochromatic oscillators pro-
vided that only AM noise is con-

* Received February 26, 1962.
l F. V. Bunkin and L. I. Gudzenko, "On one di-

mensional amplitude and phase distributions of a sta-
tionary process,' Radio Eng. and Electronics, vol. 3,
no. 7, pp. 161-165; 1958.

2 F. V. Bunkin, "On the properties of the envelope
of a stationary random process," Radio Eng. and
Electronics, vol. 5, no. 9, pp. 316-317; 1960.

3 From now on the word "density" will be omitted
for brevity.

4 J. A. Mullen, "Background noise in nonlinear
oscillators," PROC. IRE, vol. 48, pp. 1467-1473;
August, 1960.

5 R. Esposito, "A two-port model for the analysis
of noise in oscillators," to be published in J. Elec. and
Cont.

6 D. G. Brennan, "Linear diversity combining
techniques," PROC. IRE, vol. 47, pp. 1075-1102; June,
1959.

7 M. J. E. Golay, "Note on coherence vs narrow-
bandness in regenerative oscillators, masers, lasers,
etc.," PROC. IRE, vol. 49, pp. 958-959; May, 1961.

sidered. Substantially one thinks of
intervals of time long enough to de-
fine a meaninigful distribution but
short enough to make negligible the
dependence of time of the distribution
itself.

The variance of the Gaussian en-
velope is assumed much smaller than
the square of the mean value: this
corresponds to most of the physical
situations and makes the distribution
vanishingly small at zero.

The required characteristic func-
tion is then

1 X 5(A
AOt) =V2w Jo(0A)

exp [
(A

] dA. (3)

Changing the variable of integration
and extending the lower limit of the
integral in view of the assuLmed small
variance

1 +xA 2f Jo[(Ao+ x)t]Ix27r \

*exp - 2-2 dx (4)

and using the additioni formuLla for
the Bessel function of zero order

I+X0

) 2r ~~[J(,(A ot)Jo(xt)= /2o J2 _

+ E 2* (-1)flJn (Aos)Jn (X)
n=1

*exp(-22)dx. (5)

The series cani be integrated term-
wise and the resulting series is rapidly
convergent in the range of interesting
valuies, furthermore all the terms of
odd order vanish. Retaining then only
the leading term, the valute of the
integral is

f(t) - .Jo(Ao)iF, [1 ; 1; - ] (6)

Taking advantage of the identity

IF,[';1; -x] = exp - 2 )Io -) (7)

the final form of the characteristic
function is

f(t) = Jo(Aot) exp (-_ C22) Io (-2) (8)

As it was to be expected in view of the
smallness of the ratio a2/Ao2, the lead-
ing term of the characteristic func-
tion, as obtained by a series expan-
sion of the modified Bessel function,
is similar to the characteristic func-
tion of a process with a generalized
Rayleigh distribution of envelope
(familiar case of a sine wave and ad-
ditive normal noise8).

The probability distribution p(x)
of the original process x(t), is by
definiition

p(x)W r f(1)e-jxtdt- (9)

S. 0. Rice, 'Statistical properties of a sine wave
plus random noise," Bell Sys. Tech. J., vol. 27, pp.
109-157; Jantuary, 1948.

The leading term (aside from a scaled
variance) is then the distribution
found for instance by Rice8 (case of
high SNR) while correction terms
can be evaluated by termwise integra-
tion.

RAFFAELE ESPOSITO
Selenia S.p.A.
Rome, Italy

Formerly with
Raytheon Research Division

WN7altham, Mass.

Comment on "A New Precision
Low-Level Bolometer Bridge"*

In response to the IRE evaluation' of the
bolometer bridge described by Reisener aild
Birx2 I would like to suggest that bridge
sensitivity is not the only criterion to be con-
sidered in makinig ani evaluationi as to what
comprises the "best bridge detectioni anid
calibrationi method available today.'" In the
existing microwave measurements art there
are a variety of adaptationis of the
bolometer bridge concept, anid the choice
of what is best for a given application usually
involves additional conisiderations such as
operating conveniience, cost, anid the reqtiired
accuracy of the measuremenit.

For example, in an application where
operating convenience is the prime require-
ment, the "best" available method would
probably include the use of one of the conI-
mercially available power meters which use
audio frequency power for bridge bal-
ancing. In an application where accutracy is
the most important consideration, oiie iiiay
forego the convenience of automatic bridge
balancing and choose among the manually
balanced dc bridges, some of which are also
commercially available. Finally the "Self-
Balancing D.C. Bolometer Bridge"3 devel-
oped in this laboratory provides the accu-
racy expectancy of a high quality manlLual
bridge and while retaining much of the op-
erating convenienice of the self-balancing
audio bridges. This bridge has been com-
mercially available for the past two years.

Admittedly, if one is interested in power
measurements below the microwatt level,
the greater sensitivity claimed for the meth-
od described by Reisener and Birx will pre-
sumably take precedence over all other con-
siderations. At the milliwatt level, however,
the cited techniques provide substantial im-
provements over the latter method in the
areas of operating convenience and/or ac-
curacy.

GLENN F. ENGEN
Microwave Power Standards
Radio Standards Laboratory

Nationial Bureau of Stanidards
Bouilder, Colo.

* Received February, 23, 1962.
'"Scanning the Issue," PROC. IRE, vol. 50, p. 3;

January, 1962.
2 W. C. Reisener and D. L. Birx, "A new precision

low-level bolometer bridge," PROC. IRE, vol. 50, plp.
39-42; January, 1962.

3 G. E. Engen, "A self-balancing d.c. bolometer
bridge for accurate bolometric power measurements,.
J. Res., National Bureau of Standards, vol. 59, pp.
101-105; August, 1957.
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A Method for Obtaining
Compatible Single-Sideband
Modulation*

Recently Kahn published an article
about a new type of amplitude modula-
tion called compatible single-sideband mod-
ulation.' His methods to obtain CSSB mod-
ulation are rather complicated and there-
fore it seems to be useful to refer to our arti-
cle,2 in which a new, simpler method is de-
scribed. The principle of this method con-
sists of multiplication of a full-carrier SSB
signoal by itself and suppression of all the
frequency components except those around
the double-carrier frequency.

This very simple operation provides in
the case of single tone modulation a full
compatible SSB signal, consisting of only
three frequency components, as is shown by
the following calculations:

The full-carrier SSB signal

(carrier frequency =

cos t + acos -t2)+Pt

gives after multiplication by itself and
filtering around} the double carrier fre-
quency a signal

cos cot + 2a cos (co + p)t + a2 cos(w + 2p)t

with an undistorted envelope

1 + a2 + 2a cos pt.

The same calculation for two cosine
waves gives for the envelope

1 + a2+ b2 + 2a cos Pt + 2b cos qt

+ 2ab cos (p - q)t.

The last formula shows that the multiplica-
tion provides an ideal solution for CSSB
modulation if it is possible to eliminate the
intermodulation distortion in the envelope.
It is remarkable that the increasing of the
modulation depth by multiplication also re-
duces the intermodulation by a factor two.
There are different means to eliminate the
intermodulation: One is to separate the
intermodulation terms by comparing the en-
velope, produced by a peak detector, with
the original audio signal. Then the carrier
co is balanced modulated in amplitude with
these terms and the output of the modulator
is added in counter phase to the multiplied
$SB signal. In the envelope, the intermodu-
lation now almost disappears. Another
method is to limit the CSSB signal and to
modulate the so-obtained phase-modulated
carrier with the undistorted audio signal.
In this case it is very simple to determine
the spectrum of the multiplied SSB signal
after limiting by working the other way

* Received February 26, 1962.
1 Leonard R. Kahn, 'Compatible Single Side-

band," PROC. IRE, vol. 49, pp. 1503-1527; October,
1961.

2 T. J. van Kessel, F. L. H. M. Stumpers, and
J. M. A. Uyen, 'A method for obtaining compatible
single-sideband modulation," European Broadcasting
Union Review, vol. 17A; February, 1962.

round: What spectrum gives
coswt + 2a cos (co + p)t + a2 cos (co + 2p)t

after modulation with a2+2a cos pt. One
finally finds for the spectrum
A, = a Ao = (1 - a2) A_ =-a(1 - a2)
A-2 = ±a2(1-a2) A3 = -a3(1-a2), etc.

(Al=upper sideband, Ao=carrier, A -,...,
=lower sideband.) If the phase-modulated
carrier is modulated not with a signal a2+2a
cos pt, but with one of the shape 2b cos pt,
the sideband components (B-1, B-2, etc.) do
not totally disappear. The suppression de-
pends on the choice of K=b/a (see Figs. 1
and 2).
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Fig. 1-Amplitudes of various sideband components
as a function of the depth of amplitude modulation
for adjustment parameter K =0.9.
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Fig. 2-Amplitudes of various sideband components

as a function of the depth of amplitude modulation

for adjustment parameter K =0.85.

It is very easy to extend the calculations

in the case of an audio signal, built up of two

cosine waves (a cos pt+b cos q), by using

the same method as has been shown for a

single tone.

Now in the unwanted sideband a spec-

trum term -ab cos (co-p+q)t appears.

Bearing in mind that a+b does not exceed

0.5, it is easily seen the amplitude of this
term is always below the level of -24 db.

In the laboratory an experimental tranis-
mitter, of which the block diagram is given
in Fig. 3 below, has been in use for over a
year and is shown to people interested in
broadcasting.

Fig. 3-Block diagram of the CSSB modulator.

The measurement results are in accord-
ance with the theory.

T. J. VAN KESSEL
F. L. H. M. STUMPERS

J. M. A. UYEN
Philips Research Laboratories

N. V. Philips' Gloeilampenfabrieken
Eindhoven, Netherlands

Author's Reply3
I would like to take this opportunity to

comment on the above communication and
on the paper2 authored by van Kessel,
Stumpers and Uyen.

Actually, the system they discussed was
developed at the Kahn Research Labora-
tories as a first step in a program to deter-
mine the optimum phase stretch technique
and is covered by our patent. Theoretically,
it was obvious that this technique would not
approach the optimum CSSB arrangement,
but it was so simple to set up experimentally
that we conducted tests and the results of
van Kessel, Stumpers and Uyen are very
similar to these early experiments. The rea-
son that it was felt that this squared tech-
nique was not as satisfactory as the later
developed 1.4 phase stretch method was
that it was incapable of 100 per cent en-
velope modulation without serious degrada-
tion of the undesired sideband characteristic.
(See Fig. 5 of their paper.2)

The authors point out that a K or cor-
rection factor is required in the amplitude
modulation branch if the undesired sideband
radiation is to be kept at a fairly low value.
They indicate that a factor of 0.85 would be
about optimum. This means that the sys-
tem's peak amplitude modulation, i.e., the
envelope modulation, is limited to 85 per
cent anld would produce a loss in signal-to-
noise of approximately 1.5 db. While maniy
may feel that this is not of great moment,
AM broadcasters are continuously striving
to produce full mnodulation and in miiany
cases it is unfortunately true that even over-
modulation is common. In any case, 100
per cent modulation capability is necessary
and this requirement is fully met by modern
CSSB equipment. (Actually, measurements
of 120 per cent modulated CSSB waves
show relatively good spectrum characteris-
tics.) The reason for the modulation limita-

3 Received April 16, 1962.
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tion in the squared technique is that the de-
sired phase modulation curve is not closely
approximated by the squared phase modula-
tion function (see Fig. 9 of Reference 1).

As to the method of elimination of inter-
modulation distortion, this technique is
identical to the technique used and discussed
in my early papers. That is, one either
derives the envelope function from the input
signal or from a product modulator. In this
manner, both the techniques described by
van Kessel, Stumpers and Uyen and our

modern CSSB systems are theoretically free
of envelope distortion. Measurements of
equipment indicate that an over-all har-
monic distortion figure of less than 1 per

cent is easily obtained.
I am, of course, pleased to see that such

distinguished engineers have independently
derived similar positive conclusions about
the CSSB advantages and I appreciate the
very kind comments made by these authors
in their full paper and also by the Editor of
the European Broadcasting Union Review.
1\1ay I suggest that the reader secuLre the
complete paper by van Kessel, Stumpers, and
Uyen,2 as it is most interesting and impor-
tanit.

LEONARD R. KAHN
Kahn Research Laboratories, Inc.

Freeport, N. Y.

A Discussion of Recently Proposed
Aether Drift Experiments*

It has been suggested in recent corre-

spondence that the hypothesis of an aether,
in addition to providing a satisfactory inter-
pretation of relativistic phenomena, pre-
dicts a number of first-order effects which
are not predicted by special relativity. On
this basis a number of experiments have
been proposed to measure the aether drift;
these include Rapier's atomic clock experi-
ment [1 ], Ruderfer's proposed observations
on planets and satellites 12], and Carna-
han's aberration experiment 13 ].

It is the purpose of this note to point
out that the theory given for some, and
probably all, of these proposals is fallacious,
and that experiments of a considerably more

recondite nature may be necessary to dem-
onstrate the existence (or otherwise) of an

aether.
The simplest of the proposals was that

of Rapier [1], who suggested making a di-
rect measurement of the one-way passage
of a light signal between two synchronized
atomic clocks. It is insufficient to refute this
with the traditional argument that it is
impossible to show that the clocks remain
synchronized on separation 14], for if a

positive effect were observed its magnitude
would depend on the orientation of the light
path relative to the aether and would pre-
sumably show periodic variations correlated
to the earth's rotational and orbital motion;
any desynchronization resullting from the

* Received February 26, 1962.

separation process could be detected by
varying the speed and path of separation.

Unfortunately, however, the aether hy-
pothesis predicts a precisely null result. The
fallacy arises from neglect of the second-
order frequency change experienced by a

moving clock; during the separation of the
clocks their difference in frequency builds up
into a first-order phase shift which ex-

actly compensates for the effect of aether
drift on the transit time of the light signal.
In the simplest case, if the velocity relative
to the aether is v anid one clock is taken to a

distance L with velocity u, the absolute
time lost by the transported clock is

L V2][1 (V + )2]21

LvLv
(to first order in v/c).

Since this absolute time taken by the light

.~ ~ 1 -

Signal iS

L[1 ],

the measured time is L/c regardless of the
value of v. An exact calculation (assuming
the frequency to be a functioni of velocity
but not of acceleration) shows that the re-

sult is correct to all powers of v/c and inde-
pendent of the paths taken by the clocks.
The only observable effect is the well-known
"clock paradox" which depends only on the
changes in speed of the clocks measured in
any inertial system and is independent of
the value of a superimposed aether drift
[5], [6], [7].

The same argument applies to the second
suggestion of Ruderfer 12 ], requiring ob-
servations of a stable oscillator in an earth
satellite. The anticipated phase-modulation
will be exactly compensated by the peri-
odic phase shift of the clock itself resulting
froni its motion through the aether. This
prediction is, in fact, consistent with the
results of phase comparisons between highly
stable frequency transmissions made daily
over distances of thousands of miles. No
periodic phase modulations (other than
those caused by spurious propagation vari-

ations) appear to have been observed [81.
Ruderfer's first proposal, however, in-

volving detailed observations of planetary
motion, has to be examined with more cau-

tion, since an exact solutioni of the problem
is impossible without kniowing the mech-
anism of gravitational interaction or the
likely effect on it of motion through the
aether. Nevertheless it is difficult to see how
Ruderfer's first-order "timing error" could
manifest itself; simple position-time meas-

urements of a planet would yield no in-
forniation at all since, for example, a

straightforward calculation shows that a

circular orbit traveling through the aether
at speed v would have the same appearance
as an elliptical orbit with eccentricity
v5v/2c2, where v, is the planet's orbital
velocity. This eccentricity cannot be inde-
pendently checked by distance measure-
ments since it is of the same order (probably
10-5 or less) as the intractable second-order

relativistic effects. Attenmpts to detect the
"timing error" by observations of a natural
satellite of the planet should also give a null
result, for the sanie reason as the earth
satellite experiment discussed above, assum-

ing that gravitational clocks uindergo the
same frequency shifts as atomic and electro-
magnetic clocks.

Finally we can consider the possibility
of aberration experiments. As Carnahan
points out [3 ] these depend for their success

on finding a source of radiation whose
propagationi direction, as measured by ani

observer at rest in the aether, is unaffected
by the motion of the source through the
aether. Since the fuindamental niechaniisni
of the enmission of radiation (or photons) is
unknown, it would be premature to assert
that such a source cannot exist. Btit in so far
as radiating systems can be analyzed in

terms of simple dipoles, or in termiis of sim-
ple interactions between fundamental par-

ticles, elementary considerations of energy

and momentum balance indicate that the
direction of radiation as seen by the source

is fixed, and no aberration effects are there-
fore observable.

In view of the advanitages of an aether
hypothesis in interpreting relativistic phe-
nomena [7 ], it is of interest to inquire
whether there nmight be any other ways of
detecting the aether. It is conceivable, for
example, that experiments might reveal a

slight variation in the velocity of photons
with frequncy [9]; the principles of special
relativity would then become merely good
approximations, and comparisons between
high-energy y rays and light rays would
probably enable an aether drift to be de-
tected. Other possibilities could arise from
departures from conventional electrody-
namics in strong electric or magnetic fields
[10], or from detailed studies of the proper-

ties of fundamental particles in motion.
In the absence of experimental proof of

the absence of such effects it is not permissi-
ble to assert on philosophical grounds that
attempts to measture the aether drift are

meaningless. Nevertheless it seems unlikely
that this will be achieved by experiments of
the type suggested in recent correspondence.

P. F. SMITH
National Institute for Research

in Nuclear Scienice,
Harwell, England
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Some Remarks on "Penetration of
the Ionosphere by Very-Low-Fre-
quency Radio Signals"*

In a recent article,' Leiphart, Zeek,
Bearce, and Toth have published some in-
teresting data furnished by the Navy satel-
lite "LOFTI I" on the propagation char-
acteristics of VLF radio signals through the
ionosphere. Their conclusions, based on the
experimental results, seem to confirm early
theoretical investigationis done by the
writer.2 Although it is likely that the authors
of the article have carried on similar in-
vestigations, it may be of interest to com-

municate the writer's resuilts.
1) The authors have recorded a propaga-

tion loss of 38 db by day. They have calcu-
lated the absorption loss to be 27 db; inter-
reflection losses were not calculated. The
writer used the "ILOFTI I" data to calcu-
late inter-reflectioni as follows: Fig. 2 of the
article in question shows that the lower
boundary of the ionosphere can be ap-

proximated by a sharp density initerface of
2X105 electrons per cubic centimeter. The
wave is assumed to be linearly polarized;
the interface reflection is then calculated on

the basis of a gyrotropic semi-infinite uni-
form plasma.2 A curve giving reflection losses
at a sharp interface between free space and
such a plasma is shown in Fig. 1 of this
communication. In accord with the "LOFTI
I"I experiment, a gyrofrequency of 1 Mc
per second and a signal frequency of 18 kc
per second were used in the calculations.
The plasma frequency for the assumed
electron density at the interface is 4X106
cps; the corresponding reflection loss read
off from Fig. 1 is 12 db.

The total propagation loss, reflection
loss (12 db), pluis absorption loss (27 db)
amounts to 39 db which is in close agree-
ment with the 38 db figure obtained in the
"LOFTI I" experiment.' The additional
inter-reflections above 100 km created by
the electron density gradient of the medium
have been neglected because the gradient is
small over several wavelengths except for a

narrow region about 200 km. Calculations
show that this small region introduces an

additional reflection loss less than 4 db.

* Received February 23, 1962.
'J. P. Leiphart, R. W. Zeek, L. S. Bearce, and

E. Toth, 'Penetration of the ionosphere by very-low-
frequency radio signals-interim results of the LOFTI
I experiment," PROC. IRE, vol. 50, pp. 6-17; January,
1962.

2 H. Hodara, "The use of magnetic fields in the
elimination of the re-entry radio blackout," PROC.
IRE, vol. 49, pp. 1827-1830; December, 1961.

Fig. 1-Reflection loss vs plasma fiequency at the
interface between free space and a semi-infinite
lossless tuniform gyrotropic plasma.

2) The assumption of a sharp interface
does not hold well at night as seen from
Fig. 2 of Leiphart, et al. However, if the elec-
tron density for an equivalent uniform iono-
sphere is chosen at 200 km (the electron
density gradient above this point begins to
get small over a length comparable to a

wavelength), one obtains an electron density
of 105 electrons per cubic centimeter and a

corresponding plasma frequency of 2.8 X 106
cps. The reflection loss read off Fig. 1 of
this communication is about 10.5 db. The
absorption loss calculated by the authors is
2 db.' The total loss amounts to 12.5 db,
which again is in close agreement with the
13 db figure quoted in the "LOFTI I1.
experiment.

In neither calculation were spreading
losses taken inlto account. The writer is
intending to extend a previous analysis3 of
trapped modes in gyrotropic plasma slabs
bounded by sharp interfaces in electron
density to the case of varying density at
the interface in order to account for the
spreading loss.

3) A transmission delay as great as 30
times free space delay was recorded by the
authors. This order of magnitude is also in
agreement with some of the writer's earlier
investigations.4 The results of this latter
investigation shown in Fig. 2 of this com-

munication give group and phase velocities
vs altitude; the plot is based on a gyrofre-
quency of 1 Mc per second, a signal fre-
quency of 18 kc and on the data of Fig. 1
in the article discussed. It is seen that the

3 H. Hodara and G. I. Cohn, "Wave propagation
in magneto-plasma slabs," IRE TRANS. ON ANTENNAS
AND PROPAGATION, vol. AP-10, pp. 452-459; July,
1962.

4 H. Hodara, "A new approach to space communi-
cations during re-entry," presented at the ARS 15th
Annuial Meeting, Washington, D.C.; December 5-8,
1960.

Fig. 2-Group and phase velocities of a VLF electro-
magnetic wave guided by the earth's magnetic
fieldl.
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C,v =speed of light in vacuum
fJp=plasma resonant frequency
fb =gyrofrequency = 106 sec-1
f = signal frequency =1.8 X 104 sec-

phase and group velocities of the VLF
signals are between 1/10 anid 1/100 of the
speed of light in vaccum over the major
part of their path which accounts for a trans-
mission delay of the order of I0 to 100 times
the free space delay.
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